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PADUCAH KY.. MONDAY EVENING. NOVEMBER 26. 1906.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

FOLLOWS HUSBAND PADUCAH MAN
DOCTORS ARE NEGLECTING
MAY
GET
TO ETERNAL REST
TO COMPLY WITH THE LAW
CARNEGIE HERO MEDAL
•
seseeseseeemeseaaseeoeftwJektelezegoseete*eieee0extew.,41.40.reeie.704441

PREVENT SPREAD I
OF CONSUMPTION

Mrs. Myrtle Wallace Phillips
Dies In Louisville.

TIRED OF HER LIFE;
PAPERS PREPARED
TAKES CARBOLIC ACID AND FORWARDED

Section I. That tuberculosis I. hereby declared to he nit infectl' ous and conunanicable disease dangerousc to the public health.
sec. 2. That it shall be the duty of every physician in the city of
Never Recovered Front Jiherk of
Paductes to report to the board of health of the city, in writing, the
Husband''. Death last May
name, age, sex, occupation and address of esery perseen having tuberand Sinks. Slowly,
culotee, who is non under the care of such physician, nod such 'thymicLau shall likewise- hereafter report upon each case of (We-mule...6 that
shall
under the observation of such physician for the first time,
Ordinance Provides For Fum- withincome
She left a note addressed to her Riley Pitman, 11 ho Killed A
BODY BROUGHT TO PADUCAH Daisy Hervill, of Savannah,
pile week of such tinie.
lover, ra which.she requested thet
Sec. 3. That it shall toe the duty of the commiesionere or titan.
igation After TubercuMad Dog ‘1ith His Handel,
Tenn., Ends Her Existence be buried in Paducah and gave some
Wm, or the principal, euperintendent or phyeiciase in charge of
losis and Reports
Is Proposed
every public or private institution, diepenears or hospital, in the city
In Her Room At 719 Clay directions about her burial robes.
Never recovering from the. shock
Daisy Hanle came to Paducah two
of Paducah to report to the board of be•alth, in et-hints. the Dame, age,
of her husband's death last May,Mrs.
Street Sunday Afternoon. yeas ago from her home nom Sasee and occupation and last previous atidnee of ewe-) peewee infected
Myrtle Wallace Phillips died In the
vannah, Tenn. whore her mother and COMMISsIoN TO
MEASURE
OF CITY
with tuberculosis, who is in their carte
INVESTIGATI'
Beechhurst sanitarium In Louisville,
!several sisters and brothere now live.
Sec. 4. In case of vacation of any apartments or premix...1 by
Ky., Sunday morning at 11 o'clock,
death from tuberculosis, or by the removal therefrom of a peewit
LIVED hERE TWO YEARS For two weeks previous to her death
after an illness of several months of
yesterday, she had roomed at 719
or persons infected with tuberculosis, it shall be the dusty ef the perEnacted Lase June at Suggestion of
nervous trouble and a general breakClay street with Mr. and Mrs. J. J. lesuieville Citieeto call-. Atteetion t••
son in charge, or the physician in charge., to notify the board of
the City Boa,rd of Health Not
down. The body arrived in Paducah
laueuni real of Watery of
Buckley.
health within twenty-four hour., and such apartments or prvlittwell
Despondent on
account of ill
Enforced,
this morning at 3:40 o'clock and
Ithigitwuksitti.
Mrs.
Buckley
said
she came to her
so vacated shall not again he ecenpied until duly renovated and dies
1 was taken to the residence of her health. Daley nary'''. 19 years old, home and requested a room,
saying
Infected as hereinafter provided.
brother, Mr. H. E. Wallace. at 515 known in the red light as -Rosy.- she was sick and without friends.
Sec. 3, lin case of the ears(Ion, the board of health or an aucommitted suicide StindaY morning
North
Ninth street.
while there she has been visited reg- WAS BITTE\ BY
THE DISEASE IS INFECTIOUS.
thorized repriesentative, shall iminediatelf sieit said premisiesi and orTHE ANIMAL.
at 10:30 o'clock at her boarding
She was 3e years old and born in
ularly by a physician, who treated
der and direct that such infected •arerles therein be properls end
house, 719 Clay street. She drunk
Metropoll.,
Ili.
She
came
her
to
for
malarial fever.
Padu'tunably disinfected.
four ounces of carbolic acid at 10:30
cah in her early youth and had reSaturday night she te•letatoned to
o'clock and from that time until she
In view of the anti-tuberenlosis
Riley Pitman is a hero.
titled here since. She married
E. Dune drug More at Seventh and
Mr.
wave all over the country. It has
died at 12:45, she never regainedi
he a Carnegie hero some t,
George Phillips In 1e93. He di
been "liked what Padlitati
nerlornmenes
doine
--"(Nmt mnU d -na--paie--macs
Ins -mitre Das been 1WOIX.08cd to the
May le. 1906. FollovNg his death
toward alleviating the frightful mor
Carnegie Hero Fund (tontine
the widow suffered a cetera' breakUtley from this disease.
cause he killed a mad dog •
down, and was sent to Louisville for
Several city officers said they did
bare bonds on Sullins-ye September 2.•
treatment 1:. days ago. Her condinot remember of the general council
Many Paduenhane remember the
tion grew worse until death relieved
passing any ordinance regulating
and the Courier-Journal had
her sufferings.
the handling of tuberculosis cases.
an editorial on the deed: but few
She
is
Survived
by her mother,
But an investigation of the records
people here reflected how unusual the
Young Mrs. J. W. Wallace, and two brothCupid played a trtelt on some par- Hardin,- to visit relatives.
show that such an
ordinance was
"Football has done the pupils of cah boys did not smoke while train- feat was and how remarkable the
ers,
Mr.
Harry
E.
,
Cooper
In
a
rode
Wallace,
of Padubuggy to Glades
!Slued and signed June, of this year. ents in Bentou yesterday where Earl
courage that would prompt a man to
epee and Mr. John Wallace, of Vir- the High nehool a world of good in ing, and the Hopkinsville boys—that
Health Officer Dr. W. T. Graves, Cooper and Mabel Albritton, both 19 where be boarded toe train. They
Is
:some
of
them
--Aid.
The result tackle a mad dog bare handed
several ways," says Supt. C. M. Lieb,
when asked abont the methods of years old were married in Paris. de- finished the journey to Paris. Tenn., ginia. The ,latter bps not been reachMr. Ferd L. Lutz, of Eighteenth
was teal the Visitors were winded in
of the city schools. "It'has &Jemmied
handling such cases, said he did not spite opposition on account of their together and returned that evening. ed by telegraph.
•few minutes. The game Friday Was street and High avenue, Lewisville,
Mrs. Phillips was a member of the the use of tobacco among the boys,
known whether there was an ordi- ages. The bride is the pretty tele- News of their marriage had circulatone of the cleanest ever played in has proposed Riley Pitmen's name,
nance, requiring fumigation after phone operator and the groom the ed about the town and a crowd of First Christian church and one of the end it is worth while Just to curtail Paducah. It was a
and the papers preliminary to an inclean High
death from consumption. When in- son of M. B. Cooper, a well known their friends was down to meet them. best known young women in Padu- the obnoxious cigarette habit. The school football game, and one
vestigation by the eonnniesion are beof
The young people were duly for- cab
formed about the ordinance, he said. jeweler. Miss Albritton left on the
effect of this was noticed in the game which both teams may
well feel ing prepared.
.t had ecaped his attention when train yesterday, ostensibly to go to given by their parents.
He killed the slog just south of
The funeral services will be held Friday with Bopkinaville. The Padu- proud."
Adams etre( on Third street, and at
passed.
at the residence of Mr. H. E. Wallas*,
the time a dozen or more too
This law requires physicians to
Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock, the
are
pursuing it with guns and
Rey. V4' E. Cave, palate- of the First
testify the health officer wbenever
Riley Pitmen met demi as h..
death occurs from constimPtIoa, so
Presbyterian
s reas
ehurtk °IficistIng
turning to his roans alter dispatchthat he May fumigate in the same
slated by-the Rev W. W. Armstrong
ing the animal. His banal was bleed.
The burial will Is. at Oak Grove centmanner as In ileariet fever and other
lag and some one said: "Did he bite
contagious diseases. They have not
mere.
you" e'hat did he do after he bit
done this and the ordinance conseThe office of the American Express
The pallbearers wet be:
Last night the first freight train
Messrs.
sou?"
quently escaped the attention of the
company In the Illinois Central de- James Ilterback. Horace SKinn, So- was run between Memphis aad Padu"He died," said Riley Pitman as
health officer.
pot at Eddyville, Lyon county, was ten VanCellin, Fines Lack, Hal Cor- cah since the washout. It was a manhe hurried on.
Dr Graves said this Morning that
broken into between 12 and 1 bett and Charles W. Thompson
ifest freight and was rushed through
Riley Pitman does net think he
such a law is beneficial and that be
on the fastest seheduk time possible
o'clock Sunday morning and several
performed an unusual deed of valor,
intends to enforce it.
valuable express packages were stounder the, conditions. The fact that
and he says the ilog was "just a little
This ordinance was passed at the CArBED RV QUARREL OVER POS- len. The exert value of the goods
traffic has opeeed up in the smith MAY IKE BROKE% HY STRENU.
woolly cur," as he fondles his biceps
SERMON OF R.ARNIT.
instance of the board of health and
does not relieve the congested condimissed has not been estimated. DeMN PRESIDENT.
affect ionatel Y.
tuberculosis infecIt prsenounces
tion
In Paducah, and attention le gentectives are at work and expect to
Riley Pitman is some Six feet tali,
tions. For violation of its provisions
en:0y turned to this city.
report developments before the day
straight as a syeamare and supple as
BEING PREPARED FOR THANKSa line of $5 to 1100 is provided.
Every
switch engine In the yards
Letchee County Produces Fatal Sheet- Is over.
Roosevelt Expected to Return to Cap- a boy.
GIVING IN SCHOOLS.
here Is working. Every engine PossiThe thieves entered by breakina
ing afIray—Vktint Dies
He works for .1. E Morgan and
ital Tonight on the Tender
ble
to
CALDWELL FILL.
make
unlocking
a
fire
In
and
• glass reaching
tinder bu beets
Instantly.
rooms at Third and Clark streets At
Nlayflower,
brought into service and shop forethe window. They pulled up the
216 South Third street ju-4 a few
May succumb to Encroachmente of
saah and climbed in. A cloak, over- Will Be Given Wednesday Afternoon men are rushing out what engines are
doors south of Pitman's room on the
In
the shops for repairs.
Water.
coat, pistol, shotgun and 37 cents
—Vatatkin 'for Remainder
other side of the street, lives C
Cynthiana, Ky, Nov. 26—While
Yesterday J. G. Neuffer, assistant
Washineton, Nov. 26.—President
In money are missed. Nothing in the
of Week.
hunting,
Benson,
Jobe
fifteen
years
superintEndrnt
department
officials
are anxof maebleery of the and Mrs. Roosevelt will return from
City
depot was molested, the thieves beRiley remedy. tells the story this
brother,
his
I. C., was here looking over the me- the lathmits of Panama and
ious over the eondition of the new old, quarreled with
Porto
ing after express matter. The safe
way.:
fourteen
the
over
years
old,
Floyd,
chanical
river
Rico.
J»
the
department. He went to
--t when the else flower will
Caldwell street fill Once
seemed th have been pasted by as R
"I we, In my room when I heard
The Paducah public 'whores will Memphis late night. Sept.
has backed up into tbe lone's, and possession of a rabbit. It Is claimed bore no. indications of having been
A. H. Egan tie up at the yard is not definitely
Mr. Millet's-little girl scream for help,
abdohe
'Denim)
twice
Floyd
the
shot
dismissed
John
ho
Wednesday
has
been
conspicuous
kisosicondition
n,
but
duplication
if
of
in
of
she
reaches
fear a
Paducah and
the capital
tampered with.
wounds. John
for the remainder of the week. The on the district for several days, and during the night she will assist tie- I rushed over to the how* and they
two years ago when the first fill go- men, , Inflicting mortal
Mr. J. D. King. special agent of
arrested and in jail.
course of study
provides entertain- every official has a keen eye out for president in breaking one more rec- told MP a mad dog hod bitten her,
ing west on Caldwell Street gave way Is
the Louisville division of the road,
ments
holidays
for
all
and many every flaw to delay traffic until the ord. Th.. president brings tsetse a and pointed south on Third eteeet as
and collapsed the bridge.
was called to Memphis and was unathe direction the dog had taken. I
grades are preparing for them. Mu- congested conditions are relieved.
Affray in Letcher County.
baneh of ferrts and
information,
ble to itrOrk on the case. He detailed
hurried on after it and goright tle
sic
orations
will
and
compote
essays
The freight discharged from Padu- which he will work upeento a special
COI.ORED FRIENDLESS
Leatingtoo. Ky., Nov. 26.— Will Fenno Kirk and Kirk went up this
with it in front of WS'S Orr's store
the program. They will be given on cah yards Is hardly
Adams shot and killed Bill Day at morning.
noticed because message to congress.
below Adams street. The dog was
Wednesday
.afternoon.
525
at
P
eeving
Thanktsn
Fed
Be
Will
of so much coming in frotn the north
Pittsburg. Letcher County last night.
Burglaries on the road
will not
stuteleing at a man and every- wifely
Take Examinations.
Norfolk. Va., Nov. 26 — With
Mouth Ninth Street.
Every piece of yard space-possible to
Adams received a billet from a re- come as a surprise to officials as they
excited. I grabbed the dog by the
Misses
Brazeiton,
Scott,
Ada
LorePresident
and
secure
Mrs.
Roosevelt aboard
has been filled with cars.
volver before he fired the feta shot. are guarding against looting of all
throat with my left hand, and
it
Claire St. John, Blanche Mooney,
the battleship Louisiana headed up
The Colored Home of the Friendkind. The congested eondition
of
snapped my right hand, its tooth
the
bay
todlay
the
president
les% an/iodation will serve a big FIND SKULL OF DISCOVERER. freight here and In the smith Is at- Addi Goheen, Maude Bryant, Floyd
and
parelEISICAT, Se)CIETV.
making Ft deep hole in the
Swift and Inez Bell Saturday stood
ty will transfer to the Mayflower this
Thanksgiving dinner to unfortunates
tracting thieves.
place in the palm of my hens
examination for teachers; certificate
afternoon.
of that race at the residence of Hawaibtns Unearth Part et Skeleton
Its hind logic In my right hand and
Will Elect (Aker.: at Meeting on De.
In the public schools, all for primary
of Captain Cook.
James Owen, 625 South Ninth street.
drew its body back as far as I could
THE REV. J. C. HENRY
cember 4.
grades except Miss Braselton, who
KNIGHTS TellIPLAR.
All members who attend are requestHonolulu. Nov. 26 --A skull bereach on my right Ade. I let go with
took the tests for the grammar
ed to bring baskets of food. The col- lieved to be that of Captain Cook, the
my left hand and swung the body at
The McCracken County Medical Will Have Contihuoue
Sermon on grade. Their certificates had expired
His
Preaches
Fleet
Session With arm's length
ored association Is a new one, and discoverer of Hawaii, has been found
over my
head
let
Sunday.
Luneheon Tuesday.
Miss Goheen was , successful In society will bold the annual election
•
hopes to erect in time a home for in a rave near
Kulokokula
Bay
neck struck on the curbing as true
of
officera
Tuesday.
week
from
Togetting the appointment to the popersons without friends. Kealokokua is on the west coast of
oolored
ever I struck an anvil with a hammer
The Rev .1 C. Henry, of Nashville.
will
In order to finish their business In
sition at McKinley building, as soob morrow evening the society
Not only children but persons of all the Island of Hawaii. At Kealokoand the dog hover moved. I got Dr.
Tenn., who has accepted the pastormeet
with
Drs,
Smith
and
Young
on
one evening. the Knights Tempter
ages are to be cared for.
kua village, on the west side of Kan- ate of the Kentucky eve Presbyterian as the new room is completed.
Base to dress the wound. It was SOr.
Sixth street between Broadway and will begin at 4 o'clock
in the after- for a couple 'of weeke, but it
wattle Cove, is a monument to Cap- church, has arrived in the city, end
is all
entucky avenue. Dr. J. G. Brooks noon Tuesday and
continue until right now."
DOG THIEVES BURY.
tain Cook, who was killed at Kealo- yeeterdity filled his pulpit
will lecture on "Injuries :o the they
merning
are through with the degree
It may be that SOMe teelinicalitc
kokua Bay.
and evening. Dr. Henry is an eloScalp and Cranium," and Dr. H. H. work. The women's
auxiliary will may interfere with Riley Pitman'.
Several Have Been Weirs% anti set
quent preacher and has made a faSmith will lecture on "Bones of the serve
6 o'clock dinner and a surprise participation in the Cormegie
Free Recently.
fund or
Forum (lab Criticises.
vorable Impression on all who. have
Bead "
Is in store for the lodge members at his receiving a medal.
Mr. James Nagel has recovered
It may not he
Forum
St. 'bouts, Nov. 26.—The
heard him.
AND SHOT AT BY MAN HE OPthe dinner.
the tette bird dog lost or stolen two club composed of the leading negro
classified ee saving life, like pulling
POSED—RETURNS FIRE.
AltNIED CUBAN IIAND P111.41'ED.
weeks ago. The dog came home. He business and professional MOO, at a
a drowning man out of the river, or
RIG PEARL FOUND.
Married in Mew-molls.
appeared to have been badly used. meeting last night discussed Presirescuing a human being from a burnDeposeal Chief of Pollee Takes Field
Mr. A. M Harper and Mime
Some one set free Mr. Will Dicke's dent Roosevelt's action in dishonoring building, but his deed was In deCity Dump Wagon Driver Possesses
With (Whet' :Moderates.
C. Feast, were married Sunday after- tente. of human life, and no man ever
Political Fight Over Principal of
fine bull terrier yesterday and she ably discharging a battalion of colPine Stone.
noon at Metropolis by 'Squire Lig- Jumped into a river and daehed
School Results in Tragedy
*as missing the greater part of the ored infantry. The president was tesWashington, Nov. 26.—'Secretary gett. They are living at 1(31 South through the smoke
at Hopkineville.
day. Mr. Robert McCune, the sign rarely criticised by some speakers
and flame of a
Tom Green. driver *of a city dump
Taft late today received the following Fourth street.
burning building, and to &Immo such
writer. Met a One pointer pup valued
wagon, is the possessor of a large
telegram from
Governor
Magoon,
risks as did Riley Pitman when he
at ;25.
pieerl which he found in a black musliopkinsville, Nov. 26.--George dated Havana:
braved the horrors of the rabiese'to
e,
' aholl at the foot of Clay street Putnam, a prominent planter, shot
"Information received that Rine.
that mad dog.
Prof. Deal Doing Well.
kill
Tuesday last. He went to dump his and killed .1. G. Wright, a school moderate. lately
removed as (shed of
There Is only one kind of a
Deal, who went
Prof. William
WE‘TI1141:— Rain this after%%aeon, notieed the shell, and through teacher last night. Putnam claim,* police at Cienfuegos, has
left 'ton!.
newspaper eirettletktn statement
Debrutal:sed Football,
from Paducah to Pme Bluff. Ark..
noon or tunight end colder.
eurlostity opened it. The pearl fell Wright, whose election as school with ap armed bond
of from ten
that le worth any cotteideration
New York, Nov. 26. --Football has
the
finof
has
one
and
well,
Is doing
Tut-witty probably rain tad cold.
out.
rode
principal
opposed,
ft
to
weighs
his
he
116
grain*
and
is-of
and that is the dally detailed
fifteen, puratied by rural guards with
a record of eleven deaths and 100
est orchestras ever organized In that
home, felted- heineass • 4kts dWar-WWIF
toter. ifeyrefeereThe shigiteet _Jrnipetatiget ccii
ateteenent. The Sun is the„ I,
t
1
HIS
eaciatia/ii
eftee-Henfeee cli
-reefleebtramy•fterr.
• ifs
-isseftwaft-4ripeflririt ing see a
•
it
a.
iseacktes tendered their service, to rap
ed decrease is the meet significant
playing. the grater part of the
the louest today was 17.
,
statement.
buy 14 from -Green if he will sell for cam secured a gun,-and returned the Dire tbandil
Tender deellned. No
feature. Among Higb. school player.
two
dance jobs and plays for
a reasonable amount.
Gheen will fire, killing Wright. Putnam sun:ee- *pedal importance attacked
to incithis Year only *eves received injuries
l dered.
skating rinks.
;first leans He remit value.
dent."
I
which re:suited lu death.
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Cupid Up To Old Tricks In Benton:
Young Couple Elope to Paris, Tenn.

Football Curtails Smoking Habit
Among Paducah High School Boys ,ivident,

American Express Office Robbed
At Eddyville Yesterday Morning

First Train Run Between Memphis
And Paducah Since The Washout

'
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ANOTHER RECORD
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CALLED TO DOOR
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PAGE TWO.

Che KentuckY lCbtKentucky THIS IS SUITED
TO WOMEN'S CLUBS
TO=NIGHT
itoTli PHONES lets.

Saturday
Arthur Dunn Matinee and
"THE LITTLE JOKER"
„H„,„sati
Night
December 1
is In Use Nes Musical Comedy

Man Should Choose His Wife
Am She Chooses Dresses
Another tddrago Profess* Enlightens
Antericau Public am Iii His Men.
Sal Equipment,

wise

With 25 of the prettiest choristers in the world.

New Music
New Costumes
New Production

The big society and
musical event
$1, $1.50
The beautiful and
RETURN OF THE FAVORITES
brilliant
.01

SitUl

.Sc, 3•Se

4

110 a.

1,0

Old Line Insurance

HUTH PHONES 546.

'rite Heat Little Ouusediati
of them ail

iii-•

III.

../411

NIGHTS.
STARTING

Japanese = A me i c an
Musical Comedy

Tuesday, Nov. 27
Thanksgiving Matinee

D e Pew -Burdett°
Stock Company
•''Fise Mali Or
Len'
Quaker
W fiesta y tomtit
"A
Tragedy."
Thursday niasht-"Wheosthe Hells
•
Thursday matinee—“A Homespun
Heart."
Friday night—"A Ment,Iain Out
tat appearance here
LiXTRA.
of the faupius child skets.'h satiate,
the Wheeler Sisters and Al Vade,
oflental magician.

1..AISIall FREIE: Tuesday
night under the usual cooditions.

WHAT MAK1•21 114 SO NE11%'0114.

Chicago, Nov. 26.— "If the 2eople
of America would keep the "ling
veneration from inhabiting madhousee they should abolish indiscriminate marriages, forget that tt.t--•
nation called love and ch..
Ilk. partners on the same pi
.
that a successful cattleman
his stock."
In the above sentence Dr. Jule
Grinker, orofessor of nervous att•
mental diseases at the Mimeo Po
Graduate Medical school. voiced
warning .to the American public
the great dangers which may otn.
front It In the near future, lie spoi
in the public library 'building untie'
the auspices of the Ch
society on "American
Its Cause and Cure." A large and
ence listeaed to the address,
Dr. Grinker eliminated all tele!
tills: terms from his lecture and to •
the audleace in plain words ef th.
nervous climates which were slowly
but surely eating ther way Into the
lives of the people of this country
Conelderahle stress was laid on the
subject of marriage and
herediti.
and the great evils which result from
ised marriagejLeLere shows.
••Like begets like," said he, "an.'
the nervous system bows to the Is
of all life—the law of heredit,
law that governs your life and
If we are bundles of unstable
sad abnormal susceptibilities It .
little trouble to trace the cause
to our forefathers. The youth of t
day ehould be educated ati.!
tv choose his mate in.
fine horses aid' cattle are clayey.
When a man comes to marrying 1,
should choose his wife in the satr
Si) that she chooses a new dress.

reestriedi /lefts

Thinking of

The particular individual,
seeking distinctive foot
attire, will give the
Celtic Button Boot
doe consideration.
Style, comfort and
quality, so reeuisite in a good shoe,
are cooed in the
Celtic

Patent
leather
button
boot.
dull
tap.

A hart i bs,anced
corn
isl-lana..ogn of good
servi
d .._
looks and ood
suitable for every OCCSS1011—the Celt3C
Button Boot.
Most styles are $3 i

Z

Lendler & Lydon
309 &salvia

With
William Blaisdell
. and
Georgia B:yton
and
Metropolitan .Cast

4e1
XMAS IS NEAR Company

of 75
Chorus 40

The s.imc original production as played for one
solid, year at the Lyric
theatre, New York; six
months at Garrick theatre, Chicago.
The only company presenting this musical gaiety this season.

PRICES
Pictures Make the Haul Presests
The atetve large frame, with your
own pieture or that of your baby, is
given FREE at

JAS. SOLER
Photosgraphk.:. Studio Ill
Smith Third Street
_ tillenoiCLAgaggL

Night---$1.50, $1.00, 75c,
50c, 25c.
Matinee, $1, 75c, 50c.

Seats oil sale Thu.rs ay
—

Lowest
Cost

Annual
Dividends

Thursday night is the Thanksgiving fiernihn and
it's ten chances to one that, it you *ere to investigate, you would find yourself short of some real necessity—shirts, ties, studs, hose or something. Our
suggestion is to investigate first and thee see
WEILLE.

T. M. NANCE
I)1STIRIVT MANAGER
;
Phone 1083-A
105 Fraternity Bldg.

"

4

In the Furnishing Department, Manhattan Shirts,
$2.50, MacHurille Shirt with patent strap back, $1.50.
Keiser's, W. 0, Horne, Stag Brand and 0oodfortu
Patent Ties, 25e and 50e.
_
Full Dress Vesta, $2.511, 03.30 and $5.00.

1 AN EXCELLENT STAFF

Protectors in Silk, Baratheit and Peau de Soie,
$1.00 to $5 00.
.
Silk and Opera Hats, 85.00 to $7.50.

Por declining years is a good substantial savings ac
county built up during the money earniog period.
Deposit part of your earnings weekly or monthly
in this bank. and at 4 per cent compounded semiannually-you will soon have a snug sum to f
back
upon.
Begin today.

He-

Mechanics and
Farmers savings Bank

1

Little Arthur Dumb.
Arthur Dunn and his own comp
fly of comedians, vocalists and dat.
era will appear at The Kenturi•
night In the new and original
dy with music, "The LOC. Joke•
of which Herbert Hall Winslow
the author, the musical numbers ,
I
log composed by William O'Day, NI
Dunn will be well remembered
appearing here In "A Runaway Gir
and in the New York Cerritos • •
"The Runaways," on the oils
•,i,
Its first visit to this city. It is sale to
predict that the same degree of suceess will he enjoyed by this clever
comedian in his present role as scored by him in his former characterizations. An excellent supporting
company will surround the star and
the scenic embellishment, electrical*,
effects and other details; have received every attention. Marie Glazier, Anna Dale, Jean Salsbury, Kitt
Nelson, are among the principal
members of the company and arc
noted as present day stage beauties

If interested, call before the holiday rush.
We expect to be even busivr than usual.

You may be supplied in this direction, however,
and in that ease the new full dress requisites will hate
mors interest for you.

e

2.27 Broadway

A Shoe That
Pinches

AT THE EICNT1'CIKV.
Touight—Artbur Dunn ha "Littl.
Joker.
Twesida,y, Wedneelay, Thursday mad
Friday is-eh Thanksgiving Mathes.
DePew-Iturdette stock (Nompan)
Saturday night and Nisi
Sane.

The Celtic Button Boo

Fix this firmly in your mind and then compare it with your
last assessment.
If you wish, we will use your Annual Dividends to make
your policy an Endowment Policy and pay you when you are
old. You don't have to die to win in this Company and (5tH'
rates for insurauee of this kind are from 4 per cent to I; per
cent lower than other companies' straight life rates.

We have Dress Suits here at $25, $35 and $40;
Tuxedos at $25 and $35; Prince Albert Coats and
Vests at $20, $25 and $30—low enough in price for
any young fellow who keeps in touch with the conventions, yet .fine enough to please the man who paid
a merchant tailor 1175 for his last suit.

Only two snore days in which to get ready
member that.

Shirt Bosoms Starched Right

Or binds cannot become comfortable except by losing Its
shape. That is why a lasting
style requires a perfect tit.
The StetsonShoe is first made
to fit. Hack of this is the
carefully selected leather and
the particular workmanship
which makes that pertly t lit
lait all Ring as the shoes.

Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom starched only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which sive.. ypu from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you. I

Made !sail sty les and leathers

$5.00 to $6.00
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
13roadiway.
"One Pair Sells .1nother—That's Quality."
408

11 THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT

Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question Is:
Who's the best to see) Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to

DePew-Hurdette Stock Company.
"When the Bell Tolls," one of the
plays to be given by the DePew-Sur(tette Stock company during their
engagement of fonr nights, starting
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fit,ing
Tuesday, Is one of the most expen132 /4ciuth Fourth
sive royalty plays that can be secur335 Kentucky Ave.
I3oth Phorsees 2101
ed by stock organizations. It has
never been seen here, and this Is
its first !reason at minter prices anywhere. Among the supporting players is one who will add materially to selected for comic operas are in the "Fantasia" will be seen hero for the
the strength of the organization.that Orient and atrattga as It may seem, first time next Saturday matinee and
of Thomas N. Sullivan,. well remem- Russia has been Ignored,Japan is a light at Tha Kentucky.
bered for his clever work here sev- strong favorite with the librettists.
eral years ago as leading man. The 4S'antana" begins In California, the PILES CUBED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZ()(A NT HIST is guaranteed to r tat any
sale of seats for Tuteiday witi start wend act transpires In Nagasaki,1 case
of tithing. FilloC. Bleeding or erotrasitas
. 6 to I. days at mossy refunded. Soc
o'clock Tuesday morning and Japan and the third act setting pile
at
shows
the
deck
of
yacht
off
the
ladies will he admitted free
seats
without
ayg speared before 5 p. m. of that oinist of China. "Fantana
"I wouldn't make a confidante of
a doubt the best musical comedy May," said the conceited fellow, with
day.
that has been written in recent years a self-satisfied smirk; "she te:d me
and the Meagre. Shubert have made you said you were crazy to marry me
Fantasia Matunlay.
Authors of comic opera hooks Cr,' a most elaborate and beautiful pro- Of course, she's no friend if—"
"No." Interrupted :Miss, Wise "and
Mirrors desirous of finding cineer duction of the same. The mask was
she's not even a good reporter. I
places to use as locals with the re- written by Mr. Raymond }Tebbe!! didn't say I 'was,' but
'would be.'"—
sult that nearly every and on the and Is exceedingly bright and catchy Albany lemma,
face of the globe and a good many
Sagairtbe
imaginary Ones have lent their at4c;
Biosphere to the stage. It will be ohMI ovary

E. D. HANNAN

-3PIIMS~Pd111r•_
"
1

o.

Two Dollars per Thousand per Year.

Full D ress,tuxedo and Prince Albert Suits will
all be brought into play, and it is important that they
be correct in every detail. For instance, your old
Dress Snit or Tuxedo will no longer be strictly tip-tosnuff. The new evening coats have longer rolls and
wider lapels: the new Tuxedo Coats have peaked
lapels.

In the Shoe Department, Bow Pomps

vs. Assessments

The late Elmund P. Noble (tarried, indurative on his life its
the old reliable Mutual Benefit Life insurance Cs.
for more than thirty years, at the very low rate of abont Fifteen
Dollars per year per thousand. This low cost was due to our
liberal dividends, ANNUALLY distributed. Had misfortune
overtaken Mr. Noble, or bad he desired, for any reason, the policies could have been coshed for about 90 percent of their cost,
him that amount. This
or the Company
loan
would have loaned
m
would have made the omit of his insurance only about

Brings to mind the dinner parties, theater parties,
balls and other functious which will occur during the
holiday season now upon us and the many little fixings which stamp you as a well-groomed man or
otherwise.

amme---1

Look for name in strap

•

TRANSOM%

a•

narrow
fiat toe.
medium
weight sole

MoNDAY, NOVEMBER 26,

THE PADUCAH EVENirni SUN.

Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL.ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835

OUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
AMBULANCE.? 1-10112 SI(.I
OI. INIJUI412,D
Open Day end Night.
Nei iv Phone.334.
Old Phone 699
213 SOUTH THIRD STPEEF
-01111.111111111111111111

•

seis

MONDAV, Not-Emil-sac 1.15.

tir

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

PAGE THREE.

You Can Get This $350.00 Piano Free or a Portion of the $10,000 in Prizes
By complying with the conditions printed below in

Watson's Great Educational Word Contest
Who can make the greatest
number of words from the,
letters contained in tlie name
•

Kurtz mann

ei•

$10,000 IN PRIZES
First Prize.
41,0'
Kurtztnann Piano A .tiittly high -toad.: and trill 1,
A
Instrument. which we assure the winner will last a lifetime. This lust:::
meat is now on display. In our ware rooms.

To the Next Fo-ur Nearest.
We will award each a 514t1 certificate, which will entitle thew lo t lti.
amount of dimount on any piano or player In our stone. Said lastrument
we agree to sell at our regular retail price.

To the Next Ten Nearest.
%Se will award each a $75 Certificate as above.

To the Next Twenty Nearest.
We will award soch a $54.1 Certificate as above.

And to the Remaining Contestants.
We will award Certificates in proportioo to the number of correct
words contained In their lists until the full amount of $10,000.00 is
awarded

Railroad fares refunded
to out of town buyQrs.
Certificates will be accepted on the following makes:

Kimball, Packard,
Watson, Everett,
Sterling and Schubert

PRODIGY DIES
_

•

Would you like apiano?
Then start to work now

WOULD DROWN

Rules and Conditions G(iverning

PROMINENT STATESMEN
01' Kentucky Using

.pjtti.y antt tentlerneee.nel,,the,
oordi, that beet bind hearts toontiser.

IL:. -miss: opens November 11, I:0.6. and all lists must is. in uot
later than December III, 1108.
Remember there Is no money Inyolved and those who secure rewards
sill teecive them aheolutely free
Only such worst; pre to be used as are found in Webster's Interna
Douai Dietionary, uo proper names', foreign mimes, names; of persons,
towns or places are to be used
Do not use a letter more time. than it ap
peals in the name Kurtzmann. Words spelled the same but having a dl(
terent meaning can be used but once.
mti.t
twit ,- 'he ft
All lists mum be alphabetically arranged and
name and postoce address of owner.
No person connected with the piano bus.ness or aro
wi:1 be allowed to compete. Thome who receive credit bills can apply Danlc.
an piano or piano player in our store, same we agree to *ell at out
regular retail priers, whic0 yos will find are marked iu plain figures on
each instrument in our stock.
In the event of a tie, list first rere,ic
govern
Our 'line coesiets of only High -Grad.. P:o nos, sue h a, kuriainaun
Watson, Exaralt Packard an& Stet
The awarding of premiums; will be left ent.rel) under the supervislum
of the following judges: S. T. Billington, Superintendent of Stools; E..1.
Paxton. General Maniger Sun; R. B. Willson, Editor News-Democrat.
And all those receiving prizes will be notified promptly after the con,
tssit citifies. Notices will also appear In the Paducah papers.
If you secure a credit bill and already have an instrument and do
wish to use your credit bill you can transfer same to another party a ..,..
may wish to buy a piano or player "By having the transfer made in our
store."
Credit certificates wilt be good at our music store until January IC.
1107.
Credit certificates will not be accepted on sales made prior to Novere
her 11th. Easy payments will be granted to those who wish to be net
paying the balance in
roodated by applying their credit bills
ate monthly payments. Not more than one credii hi;1 will he alt.
the same piano or player.

KURIZMANN PIANOS
GoVERNOR J.C. W. BECKHAM.
coNGRESSMAN JNO. W.
sENATOR DEBOE.
lIEN S. RIDGLEY, Consul at Geneva.
sa itaeriand.
LIEUT. GOV. ALLAN
CARTER.
GEN. JOHN It. CASTEENIAN.
LI t'‘s MOtiRE. (Joint's awioner if
.Agricttiture state at barge.
CONG REsti NI A N SOUTH TRIMBLE.
Some Well
known Schoois Who Broadway Baptist Church, LouisHave Purchased humanism, PiallIONI:
ville Ks.
lio.y Rosary
Academy. Louisville, Germantown Public • School, LeulsKy.
vine. K.
`.,s1t. Benedict Academy, Louisville.
Beechmont Tralnleg School. Ia
_
.aerfid Heart Home, imuirrine,.ky_.
•Watrint
Methodist
Church.
Street
t Margaret's Retest,
Louisville. Ky.
Ky.
Academy, Louisville, Jefferson Street Methodist Chur. h.
Presentation
Louisville, KY.
Ky.
.i.ters of Loretto, Loretto. KY.
Reformed Zion Prosbyterian Chuish
lured Heart Academy, Louisville,
Louisville, Ky.
Ky.
MrFarren's Memorial Baptist Church
Nazareth Academy, Nazareth, Ky.
Louisville. Ky.
Bethlehem Academy'. St. Johns. 10% Science Hill Academy, Shelbyville.
St. Joseph's Academy, )'rankfort, Ky
Ky
St. Francis
Academy, Owensboro, Lakeside Asylum. lakeside. Ky
Ky.
Potter Collage. Bowling Green, Ky
St. Catherine's Academy, Spring- tad Moseys More Not Mentioned
Here.
field, KY.

Lad

A d d reiss

Fred P. Watson & Bro.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
We 1•1 Is, ,Lale that in conducting dos F:ducatiottad %%ortl tottlest
oils. It not for the liberal support of tio. limo-mann Piano l'otuittany it
would he imprnctical for us to oiler the people of this vicinity Hie liberal
opportunity of either fibtainflig • Filer 10150 kurtanieun Piano free or moat th, abOle thiNAFIDF: reductions and ae place our name and reputation
a.. security for doing just as we adv ert

311 Broadway
Paducah, Ky.
Phone 5.3.r.

Victor H.Thomas, Mgr.

NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS

It was announced by General Man- i said "SecretarY loot sits In the In'BECAUSE HER BOY CAME BONIN
TIRED OF LIFE HE TAKES MITIager Curran, of the New Orleans ner councils of the trust." as he was
AND FOUND HER DRUNK.
,
FICIAL GAS.
Alabama and quoted by a Springfield, Mass., paand
Northeastern,
Vicksburg. per.
the
and
Vicksburg
Between ;IA and 100 persons livShreveport and Pacific rallroads,that
in various sections of !Infield
lines
those
ing
have
1100
of
employes
Tenin
Jump
to
Tries
liebeeney
Eliza
At Ten Edited Paper eud at Fifteen
wthri poisoned by eating ice create
been granted increases 111 wages.
armee River it Is PreventRobbed Bank in City of
The statement of the New York psitts. None will die.
ed By Youth.
Joeeph.
John Hemstreet. who was 101
clearing house banks for past week
shows that the banks hold $4.403,- years old last January. died at the
He
425 more than the legal reserve re- Mimeo Home for Tnrurables.
Because her son, Johnnie Dunn
Kansas City, Nov. 26.—Tired of
guiretnents. This is an increase of was born at Rome, N. Y., in 1805.
Sweeney, returned to Paducah and
life at the age of Is, Richard EntSeven per.ons were injured, two
with the
$2.031.750 as. compared
her in a very drunken state,
found
salesman,
traveling
/nett Murpity, a
of them serinuelv. at the automobile
previous week.
tried to drown
'tided what bad been a remarkable Mrs Eliza Sweeney
It became known 'that the explo- races held at Point Breeze, Philariver SaturTennessee
the
In
herself
afwhen,
morning,
career he this
sion of a bomb in the Pera quarter delphia.
thwarted in
ter writing a number of letters, he day morning, and was
The express other and the railof Constantinople. November 22,was
son
McKinney,
Clyde
by
attempt
her
room
his
in
jets
gas
turned on the
a second attempt to blow up Fehmi road station at Kayford. W Va was
of Sarah McKinney. of Fifth and
and lay down to die.
Pasha. chief of the secret police of looted and burned by robbets.
Norton streets. The boy grabbed her
to
attention
at:treated
He tiest
A compromise has been effectssl in
the palace.
from the water until
himself when be Was only 10 years and held ter
Two million dollars additional the contest over the probate of the
old by starting the publication of a , patrolmen arrived.
Path year will be distributed through will of the late Herman Oelrichs.
"Yes. I do love my son, and when
paper of his own In Jefferson City,
Caleb Powers received one vote
the Pittsburg steel district by reason
unexpectedly and
hogne
Mo. The paper was a success in a'he came
Of the increase in the wages of the for congress in the recent election In
I thought it
'way and the youthful editor was!found me very drunk
labor force of the rafted States the Eleventh Kentucky district.
explained to
she
all,"
It
end
to
time
prodigy.
Reactionaries in Russia are threathailed as a
Steel torte:ration.
this morning afAfter young Murphy's family had a reporter in court
violence In case the rights of
ening
year
lilt
Prof. Y. Yamashite, who
to 50 days In
removed from Jefferson City to St. ter she was sentenced
Instituted the Instruction of the Mid- the Jews are enlarged.
Joseph, Mo., he again sprang Into , county jail.
The trial of the Gillette ninrder
shipmen at Annapolis In the Japaprominence. Mier securing a posinese form of,wrestling, ha, disap- case ,at Herkimer. N. T., may conBE tit 4IttTAISLE
tion ,as a messenger in a bank, he To your horses
as well aa in yourself. peared. An official Inquiry is in pro- Slime another week.
was quick to learn many of the de- You need not suffer from wins n't any gress.
sort -your horses need not surfer. Try
tills of the business. Through this a bottle of Ballard's Snow Liniment.
ALWAYS WAS SICK.
•
Because of the continued illneas of
J. M. Roberts,
.When a man iiays he always was
knowledge he made a successful rob- It cures allMo.,pains.
writes. "I have used
Bakersfield,
Jones ordered a mis- sick—troubled wilh a cough that lastJudge
Juror.
bery and was also able to secure con - your Liniment for ten years and find
all wIntrr—nhat would you think
Alexander R. ed
If he 'Mould say he never was sick
paper it to be the best I have ever used for trial in the case of
(adorable money on forged
man or beast.
teller of the *Ince using Ballard's Horehound illyrus..
former
paying
Chisolm,
Sold by all dritKrlots.
Such a man exists. Mr. J. C. Clark,
Ifor these misdoings he was arrested
First National bank of Birmingham. Denver. COL. writes: "For year. I was
and sent to the state reformatory at
with a severe cough that
Commander Robert E. Peary and troubled
, The Clockmaker—"This is a wonwould last all whiter. This cough left
Booneville.
I tried
derful clock, madam. It will run for Mrs. Peary will leave Sydney for me in a miserable condition.
Ballard's Horehound Syrup and haw%
Before he had settled down at St. : throe weeks without winding."
New York by rall at noon Monday, not had a sick day since. That's what
Joseph, however, Murp?y had gainThe Customer's Little Boy--"Say. arriving at New
York Wednesday It did for me."dr-is•ests.
Sold by all
ed a wide-spread reputation for his twister, how long would It run if it morning
Bullewound!"—Philadelphia
was
Intelligence and nerve. Leaving his
Senator Dolliver denies that
Subscribe for the Sun,
tin.
father's home while still wearing
knickerbockers, be traveled through;
out the country with no other
tal than his own ready wit and daring. At New York, where he stopped
at the best hotels, much
his meetings Iv
to
was given
prominent men it that time.

the Contest

RUDY, PAXTON

Rudy, Phillips & Co.
219-223 BROADWAY

Splendid Lines of Monogram a n d Fancy
Stationery and, Calling Cards for Christmas
A New Department

W

•

E have just Opened a new department, which you must see, as you

won't
find what we have here anywhere else in Paducah, that is in the comp teness of its showings.

The Christmas boxes of fancy stationery are in fancy boxes, none in holly,
mistletoe and other pretty designs. The paper is the finest bond, the envelopes
the very latest style, and the are also put up in beautiful style. Prices from
to $1.75.
_—
Then we will furniah 3ou two quires of paper and envelopes, and die in one
or two letters for any monogram, the best white linen paper, for only VW.
Five quires of the same for only a2.2.1.
100 Script Calling Cards E1.50.
1(10 Shaded Old English Calling Cards S:l.00,
We also have a big variety of Christmas Souvenir Postals, Christmas Greeting Cards, Holiday Labels for your bundles and Christmas Napkins and other
novelties. You should see this department to appreciate what we have.

- They everanoe Weer
nee& irref=r
ie and
omissions,
rip
or and banish "pain*
of menstruation " They are "LIFE SAVIC138" to girls A
womauhood, aiding development of organs and body. Ec
"Well,' replied the elevator man
known remedy for women f•C pals them. C.annot do bins-life
"so a was safe to go up; you ef'e, the
becomes a pleasure. $1.011 PER BOX By jigAm &slot
by dritzg.af• ')it yOTT'S
Was comin'
dangerous part of it
L CO.. ClostakiNk °has
‘, HOLD BY ALVEY 41 LEST AND G. C. Q. KOLB, PADVISAIL /IL
n."—Philadelphla Press. ,
,
O11111•110•1111•1111Millammingy
"See here," feebly complained the
vietim, after the accident. "I thought
you said it was perfectly safe to go
up In that old elevator."

21-===" PENNYROYAL PILLS

ir

CO. INSURANCEmPtIONE 30

•
•0

PAGE POUR.

the Pabucab Sun.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY

IT THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.

THE PA"UCAH EVENING SUN.
exploit the city. The organisatiou
with It. secretary on hand is always
ready to put Boo immediate execution any ideas of one member that
meet the approval of the others. It
is on ouch occasions as this that the
vi cat benefit of a Commercial club
- demonstrated. If any one le Paducah doubts the efficiency of the Greeted By Two Large AudiCommercial club, let him write to
ences Yesterday.
Iowa, and the probabilities are that
he will receive in return a marked
copy of an Iowa paper, or a warm
letter of appreciation. They
know Dr. Illackard Fills Pulpit at Broadway Methodist, the Pastor
about the Paducah Commercial club
Not .irtit
in Iowa.

REV. G. W. BANKS TIRED OP HER LIFE;
AT TRIMBLE STREET TAKES CARBOLIC ACID

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26.

WE BOUGHT FOR FIFTY OFF

oHroit•Tk:ID
V. X FWDER, President
19..1._PA,XTON, Ill•aaral Manager.
sullsclaUsrioN MAVEN'
Wintered at the postoffIce at Paducah.
(('Aontinued from page one.)
as second class matter.)
THE: DAILY SUN
Hy carrier. pt r week
9 .10
Clay streets aod ordered four ounces
mail. per month. In advance
.40
anal, per year. In advance
of carbolic acid, saying that she
4.85
TIEN WEXKLY SUN
wanted to use it as a wash. The
Par year4y mail, postage pald
51.00
medicine was delivered at 7 aclock.
Add:, Th thel....Eaducah. Ky.
"I'm Going to Do It."
115'1/tooth Third'
Phones-hi
Sunday morning, Jessie
Reaves.
Payne a Young. Chlcaatt and New
fork representatives.
the colored cook, was cleaning up and
THE SUN can be found at the followPresident Smith, of the Mormon
woman eitting on
observed the
places:
4•hurch, celebrated the birth of his
the edge of her bed crying. After a
D. Clements g CO.
BR. CAVE'S MORNING SERMON
Van Culgi Bro.
forte-11[th hopeful by his fifth wife,
while Delay got up, went to the telePalmer Mouse.
by paying a floe of $30 in the crimJohn Wilhelm's.
phone and the cook heard her say,
inal court_ He threw himself on the
"I'm going to do what I told you
mercy of the court, and Aimee the
The Rev. (it. W. Banks, the new last night."
court is a married man, he probably pastor of the Trimble Street MethoThen she drank something out of
knew about how much the Smiths dist church, arrived In the eity from a glass, which had been setting on
could stand without making the num- Memphis late Saturday night, and the mantel walked across the hall to
MONDAY, NOVEMBER %W.
erous other members of the family filled his pulpit Sundayamorning and the room where Mr. Buckley was, and
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
Being a married man
in evening. He was greeted by large threw a wad of taper at hia feet.
- stiffer.
I•tah means more than it does in congregations and made a flue im- Turning around she went back to her
Ortoher-I906.
In the Coat linc
other states, except Idaho. Back pression on jthr people. He preached own rootn and laid down on the bed.
1
.3989
17
3932 here a man may have five or a dozen two strong sermons, bearing diThe paper rhe threw at Mr. Buck2
.3891
18.4„
3935 %lye,' consecutively. provided
their rectly on the new conference year ley's feet waa a note addressed to
beauty and
1
.3963
19
4133 demises are not too similar and and the relation
of pastor and her loner.
4,
.3963
20
you
will
3933 prompt, and nothing is said
not
be
disappoi
nted when
The cook noticed her moving unof It; chMrch to it.
I
.39s6
22
4476 but when
a man Indulges in more
east)) on the bed and found her unyou
get
our
store.
to
Mr.
Banks
is
one
of
the
strong
.3980
23
4490
than one wife at a time, he is apt men of the Memphis conference. He conscious' with burns on her mouth
II
.3962
24
4536
to go to the works as well as pay a comes to Trimble street from
5
.3955
25
a suc- caused by the acid. She notified Mr.
4032
10
.3953
26
3949 fine, without regard to the welfare cessful four rears at the Second Buckley
11
..3959
.
27
He telephoned to Dr. E. R. Earle
3942 of the numerous family the prisoner Methodist church of Memphis. One
.$78.00
de.3977
13
29
3925 may leave unprovIded for. That important work done there was the at the Illinois Central hospital, who
13
4.311.
;9
30
3941 merely goes to whew how much far- building of a handsome
new parson- directed him to give her an antidote,
16
.3960
31
3929 ther advanced are Utah courts along
$55.00
age for that church. Mr. Banks is while he was on the way • --to the
16
3925
humanitarian lines.
well liked in Paducah, where he at house. i'Vhen Dr. Earle reached the
$60.00
Total
108,495
one time served the
Third street house Dr W. T. Graver alrersdy was
Average for Ortober, 1906 _4018
$50.00 suits
'What a poetic demise was that of Methodist
$38.50
there
All efforts to revive ter were
Average for October, 1905....3612
church. He returned
to
the Shelbyville, Indiana. man, who Memphis
futile.
Later
Dr.
$45.00
I.
Freeland
C.
atcall
today and will bring his
went foto the barn and missed the old wife
rive ) She died at 12:4.5 o'clock.
- Increase
up your friends and tell them about
406
to Paducah on Thursday.
family cow, which had been sold to
Deis!" itarvill lived at 1221 South
this sale at Levy's, today, and in
Pereonally appeared before me, the butcher; then, overcome with the
$27.50
The Rev I W. Blacker& D. D., Eighth street lard before movikl ito
fact
all this week, we feel sure they
this Nov. 1, 1906, E. J. Paxton, gen- litter emptiness of life without her, en
presiding elder of the Paducah dis- 719 Clay street. She was of medium
will be grateful to ycu and
eral manager of The Sun. who af- tered her stall, and hanged himself
size
attractive,
and
trict, preached yesterday morning at
$.10.00 suits
firms that the above statement of to a rafter with the selfsame halter.
$21.00
Following her instructions left In
the Broadway Methodist church. Dr.
the circulation of The Sun for the with which be had often, oh,
so often. W T
the note 'hie will be buried at 3
Bolling, the new pastor of this
month of Oct.. 1906, is true to the
led limey to the clover patch. What
o'clock this afternoon in Oak Grove
church,
best of h.s knowledge anti- belief.
having
telegraphed
he
a lossie.hemight have Made had his
cemetery from .Mattll. Winger & e0110PETER 'PT-FITT:AR, Notary'Public.
wriiild Tie
to come before
paw '14 undertaking parlors
Id) commission expires January prodigal affections been showered up- next Theesday.
on something lees ephemeral than a
The verdict of the coroner's jury
22, 19os.
A laree congregation wss present
family cow,
this morning was:
to greet Dr. Blackard. His sermon
We
"We, the jury, being duly sworn
for
Daily Thought.
was Most appropriate to the occasion
alterations
to Inquire into the death of Daisy
"Advice Is one or these things of
Mayor Schmitz was hugged by his and
was based on the text: "This one
Marvel, after hearing the evidence.
which the more you give the more admirers when he landed in
New thing 1 do. forgetting
the things that
decide her death was canoed by an
York, He will be pinched when he
sou have to Lye."
are past, I press towards the mark."
overdose of carbolicould taken with
'ands in San Francisco.
Dr Diackard called In the evening
suicidal intent, Sunday, November
TO WHOM CREDIT 19 DUE
eervIrs to worship with the Trimble
25, 1906. Signed--T J. Moore. W.
Last Saturday two hundred of
Caruso should go into vaudeville street congregation.
T. Deem. Nick Frakes, A. M. Rose,
Iowa's foremost citizens were the and sing. "Just Bemuse!
Made Them
Edgar Harvick. L. R. Hurt.guests of the city of Paducah. In Goo-Goo Eyes"
Ai the Third
Street
Methodist
that delegation were Governor Albert
church
a capacity
congregation
B. Cummins, a presidential possibilWIPE OUT THE BLOT
heard the Rev. P. II Fields yesterity and in every way a man of influBesides other causes, there is one day.
ence on his generation; .lawYers. fruitful
source of youthful depravity
statesmen. politicians, bankers and -failure
to enforce the law. We
The Foreign Missiohary societies
men 1,f affairs in their own communi- have
a law to oblige the attendance of the Broadway Methodist church
ties. These noon oame from every of
children at school, but it is not will observe the regular "Week of
litver Stages.
section of the great state, rict) miles
enforced. Thousands of Kentucky Prayer and Self-Denial" with espe- Cairo
31.7 26 flee
from Paducah. Every city, perhaps
children of school age do not go to cial services on today,
Chattanooga
9.7 12.3 fail
Tuesday.
every county,
Iowa had a news-meet nehool.
We have a school popula- Wednesday and Friday afternoons at Cincinnati
28 9 113 fall
alive partaking of the unexpected hostion of 798,110, but the enrollment the church. "China" was discussed Evansville .....
31.2 . 2.5 rise
pitality of Paducah' that afternoon.
Floretwo
of pupils is 501.482 only, while the at the service this afternoon.
11.6 0.2 fall
Every one of those delegates is a
p4.4 1.6 rise
Johnsonvile
average daily attendance is 309.836.
friend to Paducah: and, therefore,
Louisville
Three boys were arrested a few
10.2 1.1 fell
Fleet Presbyterian Church.
Paducah has as personal friends, aldays ago for robbing a young man
13.2 0.5 rise
The "Ministry of the Counte- Mt. Carmel.
ways ready to say a wood word for
near Newport of $5.50. They held nance" was the subject of the Rev. Nashville
24.6
fall
her, should others disparage, the very
him up in the true highwayman fash- W. E. Cave's sermon at the First Pittsburg
4 1 28 fall Evansvide, and lett
at 11 o'clock on
best and most Influential people of
Davis !eland Dam-Missing.
ion. These boys had been studying Presbyterian
chnreh
yesterday
the return trip.
Iowa. The papers of Sioux City,
St.
Loula
the daring deeds of Western desper- tnorning. Taking his text from pro9.1 41.3 fall
The George Cowling did not make
Council Bluffs and Cedar Rapids yes3.6', 3.7 r6as the regular trips from
adoes. They were &I gent pupils of verbs 'he spoke of the effect.of the Mt Vernon
Metropolis to- :
terday morning oontained full acthe street school of vice. But they expression of the human counte- Paducah
31.3 2.6 time day. Repairs on the hollers
are becounts of Paducah's hospitality, writneglected the school where charac- nance on men's conduct, encouraging made at Metropolis and the Cowlten by their staff correspondents, who
With a stage of 32 feet and more
ter ought to be found and high ideals ing or escouraging them.
ing will come out tomorrow or the'
accompanied the party to Shiloh, and
rain in. prospect, the probable stage
inculcated.
These
three
boys
are
next day.
who, too, fee victims to the benign
part of the vast army of 197,000 unMost of us would have more time of the river here is not in sight
spell of Kentucky.
The Dick Fowler had a good trip
enrolled, or of the 200.000 enrolled in which to do things if we didn't However, sharp falls in the upper
Cairo this morning.
to
•
The papers of Iowa yeeterda)
mantel
of the rivers wilt retieee We
hut irregularly attending youths of have go much leisure.
The Inverness was expected out of i
rpoke to no less than a half minim)
preedureq
somewhat.
The
Med
'421.0
school age in Kentucky.
the Tennessee river today with a tow
faliwaleallWarlawavallawwWwwlevawatroa.awas...1 morning' was 32.3,
people ,n that and adjoining statel;
a rite of-2.6 Is
Think Of 490,000 youths of school
of ties.
about Paducah and her hospitable.
IS
hours.
Business
at
the
wharf
as
age in this commonwealth practIcanY
wide awake citizens. The evening
The Russell Lord is dole the Ohio
brisk.
going to no school but those of viPapers of Saturday mentioned it. The
If you have good eyesight, you river getting a tow and will come out
cious intent and endeavor! If all the
countre weeklies will tell the rest of
needn't telephone to the wharfboat today.
viciously inclined
and
unschooled
the la-opie of lowa before the week
to find out what packets are he Jest
B. Berryman will leave some time ;
boys should do as the Newport trio,
15 out.
take a look down Broadway and the thle week to bring the Chattaaoog
al
what would be the situation! ThousAll these titlitundred virile westwharfboat and packets will Prevent down from Howard's where it has,
ands mayat any time do so.
The
erners saw leeltteele and saw
you reeving the Illinois side.
hen tied up for several weeks.
her blind tiger, the dive,
the gambling
tinder the most favorable conditions.
The Electra. at the ways Is jam up
den, the low grollger.Y. all draw their
They were thee-nOnored guests of the
against the engine and
machinery 118511EL l'ItIZE TO ITALIAN POK1
support from the youthe who do not
city, prejudiced in her favor from
house. And on the other side of the
so-to school.
the monuetit they stepped off the
Klee-ten ie the river atill rising. A
Gloom. C./eminent Is Winner of Award
Enforce the law. Donble and treever brought to Paducah
erharfboat, and when anyone speaks
barge for the C. & E. I railroad WWI
for Literature.
ble the number of teachers and of
in all grades, and we
to them of Pleducah, the incident will
taken out today. It will net be posschools. Bring education to the door
be recalled to their minds, and Padusible to take the Clyde out until the
Rome, Nov. 26.-The Italian mir,
of every home. Kentucky commits as
cah
river falls.
receive a "Most."
fitter at Stockholm has telegraphed
many crimes as she has children not
An) Flan, who has traveled in a
At the dry docks, the high stage
the government that the Nobel prise
going to school, multiplier% by every
atrange land, may appreciate in some
does not affect the beats being refor literature has been awarded. '
day's delay in providing for their
degree the feeling which the Iowa
paired, but the docks an
getting Olosu•
education. The calling tot a Greater
Carduo01, the Italian poet.
can
tourists must entertain toward Paducloser every hour to the Illinois CenKentucky
mere
is
sounding
brass
rest *wallet
tral trestle. If the river gets high cah. When the reporter for The Sun,
you
TOU DON'TsHaVe TO V4411
Hatt,' dose makes you leel better. Las
the first to greet the first boat load. and tinkling cymbal so Meg as we
enough they can float the docks on
suffer
keeps
midst
.oar whole Insides right. Sold on tt,
in
our
a
"Darkest
Ken
told them of the t•lans, they were cur.
top of the Western District warehouse,
money-back plan everywhere Price be no,
primed. They had expected no kind tuck y," with nearly half a million of
A Special carload of officers and
The E. &
36 musters name in this morning
of attention, 'Allo therefore the hos- schoolless children.
Relief for Rheumatism.
pitable weltqueLwass.the more deepfro* Nashville to go on the Bottorff
These damp days are hard on pei,
WATERIW
Orni,
FIVE
ly felt.
and the Henry Harlei. The Bottorff Pie afflicted with rheumatism,
and
left at noon on the regular trip to relief is sought in all sorts of rem•
The is easW. our bread upon the
Encounternd by Italian steamer Off
dies.
LlarksvIlle
waters. We dked• know what meiThe Henry Harley left
Florida.
There is no doubt In the minds of
today for Elizabethtown after a load
come of an act, which was only charseteristic of a pored.. telt wo know
of corn which she will carry to Nash- people who have suffered with the
New York. Nov. 201.--napt. Moors.
dread disease and those who hitl
ville.
nothing
ils: of it.
*A ro*
studied it chisely that probably me
of the 'Italian steamer Florida. Sr
,
Paducal
location Is moat favori
All the Cumberland river boats are relief
can be secured from the Oetesi
Ho believe.
able to Impress the stranger, the rived today from (sewn
running now. The Dudley, Henry pathic treatment
than any other.
to buy
paved district makes a fine appear- his vessel holds the record tot enHarley, the Dunbar are in the upper
Of course, some chronic cart. countering watersponts. He panned
ance, and in Iowa they believe she
Cumberland. The +Electra will get Won't yield to any treatment, but In
flee on the night of November 24 off
has a wise, breed -minded population.
hack as ROOS as repairs are complet- stances of eases of seven and eight
TM you know what gave the Iowans Florida and had a very stormy passyears' standing yielding to three
ed.
age.
months' treatments can he cited. 1'
title impression concerning the eherWhen the Clyde comes in tonight. sou
are suffering of rheumatism, I
acter of Padocah'i inhebleante! It
she
will
remain
here until the river should like to diatom your
A nmeogram in one or two letters
carte with k
was the Commercial club.
in any color of Ink, and two quires
you and tell you what
• gets sufficiently low to go on the You.
Wit hoot • that live organization,
ways. The City of Memphis is at the I can do for you. With the dry ho'
of paper for only a dollar, a special
'Sing twould have Mein done to 011 wharf ready to take the Clyde's place air ,treatment that I use with osteofor Christmas, at The Rue office.
'ail the guests of a day. The men
pathy I am having very gratifyinil
Wednesday evening,
'he Commerce; elith are trained
succors with people you know well.
205 iiiitsuth Third Stroot.
A crow destroys. 700M00 insects a
The Joe Fowler diet not gel in tinBoth Phones litt
Dr, G. B. Froage; 616 BroadWay. 1
rfte..ersii.••••4.4 tit
at 7:16 O'clock from Phone 1407.

All the Coat Suits and Cloaks of Three
Large Factories in New York Last Week
The suits are the product of the best tailors and the coats are the
same. We are going to start them off this week,- and this
morning is when we begin doing it. The prices of the suits will be
shown in this ad., and not only will the new suits he sold cheap but
we are going to offer every suit in our store at the same proportion
of reduced price,

roam

...1ft

a.

Our Cut Price Suit Sale Starts Today

P11'ii

Should you be interested in a Tailor
Made Suit start out tomorrow with
the intention of getting a

Is

SUIT PRICES BEGINNING
$100 Suits......
$85.00 Snits_ $68.00
$75.00 Suitt.......

TODAY

32.50
$40.00 Suits
$37.59 Suits.......
$35.00 Snits
$25.00

125.00
$ 19.00
$22.00 Suita_$ 1 7 50
$210-.00
1 5.00
$15.00
111.50
$13.50
$15.00 Suits
$12.00

we have those
pretty new tight-fitting garments, as
well as the ripple and box back. The
The past week has brought us nearly
one thousand new coats. The prices
will be very much less than regular,
beginning today.
Our Fur Stock is full and almost
bubbling over with good things. Sets
Of Lynx, Isabella, Fox, Marten,
Beaver, Japanese Mink and Russian
Mink-all prices and an enormous
variety.
If you will be kind enough to

dr

Ole

a good
turn has been done them on your
part,

We allow 10 per cent off on the
dollar during this sale on all Shirt
Waists bought.
will make no extra charge
during this sale.

This Will Be a Bargain Week Right

1

LIVER

NE W8

or

Excellent
Values
in
Fine Fur
Sets
A specialty

317 Broadway

Our
Entire
New Line
of
Skirts
Just in

".5

Our
Holiday
Slippers

Full Dress
- Requisites

For men, women and children will not be a bad
bad thing to remember for your Xmas shopping.
We have the greatest line
will be pleased to have you
call and take a look at them.

Every detail of evening
dress should be just right.
There is nothing that offends good taste more than
an article of apparel in any
way out of !trillion. You
what
get
front the New Store is exactly
eorreet.
W. full dress
shirts in all styles.
Reefer Protectors, pean de
crepe. grenalace, bengaline
silks in grays, pearl and white
and black.
Parker and Finns full dress
and evening ties in the readytied and all shapes.
We have something new
and very swell in full dregs
sets, studs, link buttons and
collar buttons in the Moonstone $1.50 to 12.50.

MeV

CHOULD you have the misfortuna to have
° anything in this line, we are closing out
the entire line of the Paducah Undertaking
Company at
cost. This means your bill cut half in two.
Embalming and regular service rendered day or
night.

examine

S. P.POOL

this morning

Li

al.

•

t.
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THE PADUCAH EV NING SUN.
HEIST MAD

People and
Pie41841404 Bronie

Our Cut Price Suit Sale
starts today and continues
all this week._ See page
four for the details.
•

317
Broadway

317
Broadway

I

Exclusive Ready-to-Wear.
41,
•

t

LOC4L LINES.
•

Cod Yolks, all go at this price, while
they last at R. D. Clements & Co.
-The most complete line of
fancy stationery for Christmas to be
found in the city Is at 'Pbe Sun office
I at prices from 40c tip.

Cotillion Club.
The CotIlion club Weld a buslnesa
session yesterday afteruoon at the
()Moe of the president. The following
new members were received into the
club: Messrs. WIII Rudy, Clay Kid
Charlie Rieke, Harold Fisher, 3. n
Hancock, George Jackson, Arth
Y.
Martin.
The club will have its fit t dance
of the eerie* of six on
etineeday
evening at the Palmer 11 se. It will
be a Thanksgiving
cur german
and promises to be
largely attended affair. The Het tut on this mornRock shoe store
ing at the Geor
and by 9 o'cl
there had
been
quite a rush f r names.
W ding IM Suitcley.
The
rriage of Miss Roberta
Wilma
enderson, of Kuttawa, and
Mr.
er M. Blehoo, of this city,
was solemnized yesterday afternoon
at ., o'clock at the home of Mr. D. A
Ith in the county. Rev. P. H.
lekle, of the Third street Methodist
church, was the officiating minister
The bride is an attractive young
lady, very popular In Paducah where
she bas often visited. The groom is
the well known and popular young
grocer at Eleventh and Tennessee
streets.
Mr. and Mrs. Blehon went immediately to housekeeping at Eleventh
and Tennessee, street.

EASY.

`• •

151 52105 A TRAIL WITH FIRE.

There Will Be
'ems Sleeple.o.news Mau Arreeted for Anson Accused of
When Pad cah People Learn
Many Like l'elanso.

Cent at at night with a had back
A la e, a week or an aching one
Do nes Kidney Pills are for had
bac s.
hey cure every form of kidney ills,
Front common backache to diabetes.
They are endorsed by Paducah people.
J. W. Wooten, the well-known
woodworker, now retire& residing at
144)3 Burnett street. stays: "I have
a high opinion of Doan's Kidney
Pills because they do just what is
claimed for them. I have had kidney
trouble more or lees for 15 years. After trying a number of remedees that
gave me very tittle relief, if any. I
got a boa ocDoan's Kidney Pills at
Aivey & List's drug store and began
to take them as directed. I found
them to be the very thing for my
trouble. In a few days I noticed a
great change in my condition. Before taking the pills my rest at night
was greatly disturbed, but now I can
go to bed and rest 'as peacefully as
anyone
I give all the credit for
this to DoilaLl'll Kidney Pills."'
For male by all dealers. Price 5u
cents. Poster-Milburn Co., Buffalo.
New York, sole agents for the united
States.
Reruember the name-DosnWand take no other

Columbus, Ohio, Nov. 26.-State
Fire Marshal D. S. Cramer fends as
the result of an exhaustive tracine of
the history of George R. Gamble, arrested at Zanesville for arson last
week, that he has had mix fires at
Champaign, III.; one at Boulder. Col..
two at Urbana. III.; two at Tuseols.
Ill.; three at Denver, one at Evans,
Col , and one at Zanesville, Ohio
When examined he mid he had had
only four fires.

IVA

•
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Hundredsof Homes
Are heated with Hart's Aluminum oil heaters.-.They area
thing of beauty,a joy forever

Will Go to Prison.
Three prisoners convicted (Wring
the term of federal court last week
will be taken to Atlanta probably on
Thursday by William Blades, deput
United States marwhel. The prisoners are Henry Davis. 6 years for counterfeiting: Frank Richards, one year
for breaking Into the Mexico, Ky..
Postoffice, and Wallace Woolfort, one
year for receiving etolen postage
stamps.
It takes five Years to tan an
phant's hide.

PAM! FIVE.

Not to know about an Oil
Heater as a means of reducing the coal bills it to
be without a knowledge of
one of the best methods
of home heating. Not to
know tIle Aluminum Oil
Heater is a pitty, as it is
one of the perfect systems
of heating. They are perfectly safe, don't smell and
heat to a- finish on little oil.

ele-

-for Dr. Pendiey ring 416.
-A single or two-letter mo
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2
gram and two quires of the
at
Broadway. Pbone 196.
just
-John Jackson, an alleged boot- grade of linen paper for 11
erings
legger, vie; arrested and takes be- one of the many splendid
fore Coustniseioner %V. A Gardner in this line at The Sun offi
PRICES TO FIT
Saturday ;aud his trial net for ToesWheatOpen
Cleat
do). Marshal Brown had been after
Dec.
73%
73'/4
the prisoner several days
May
.
78%
78%
owe.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200
Fraternity building.
Dee.
42%
423
.% Large Affair.
May
43%
-The liquor license of Nelson &
43%
. Allison,
John
Over loo couples have been Invited
Sears, Third and Norton streets, was
John W.
loon died Sunday af- to the dance to be given Thursday
Dec.
33%
33%
transferred to Stith & Vinson In the ,
la Volley. ireurt.
ternoon at ..:30 o'clock, of old age. evening at Red Men's hall by Memos
Park
county court Saturda).
Ruff Robertson and Will Wilkins
and the f
ral was held this after- George Hoiliday and Clarence HouseJan
.14.40 14.17
were
fined
$10
and
-It It now time to plant tall
Harry
One of the biggest bannoon at is late bonie in Peyorsburg. holder
Cotton
-\
Lee
bulbs for spring blooming W. have
$20,
all
colored.
for
the
He w
one of the pioneer settlers of woos ever given will follow
Dec.
.10.19 10.36
raising
a
all kinds C. L. Bronson & Co., 529
disturbance
is
a
dance
hall
Gra
county. He was bore August dant*.
Jan.
.10.27 10.50,
Broadway.
at_Seventh and Adame_itretts last
FOR SALE OR TRADE-erarocerx
_
I 834i,--es- Beddeed--eenote: Teetrr
Mar.
10.11 10.19
loing business of 93.00.4 monthly.
week
-The water was pumped from
came to Graven county In 1856. Executive Meeting of U. D. C. Mower
clean stock. Good brick bons* will
Breach of peace, Clark Wallace. Mock,
the depot cellar yesterday and today ele served with the Union army dueMrs. James H. Koper. of Ninth
be
rented to purchaser. Will trade
costs,
and
Jim
I.
$20
Fagan,
C.
the opening made to install the new
dismiss1.751
/
4
1.75
/
tile the civil war and made a record street, president of the Paducah
for farm or city property.
ed. Herbert Jackson, white, and
Addrees
L. & N.
boilers was closed and made wets - ea • fighter. He was a farmer and
1.45%
1.44%
chapter C. D. C.. has (wiled an execuZ. care Sun.
James Brown, colored, $15 and costs
P
tight. The cellar Is being piped or wealthy tobacco raiser in Graves coun tive meeting of the
1
.
87
%
1
.
86
/
1
4
officers of the
FOR SALE- One pony mare, perRdg.
draining.
NOW IS THE accepted time for
1.46% 1.46%
ty. He leaves one son, Mr. Neal Al- chapter to met with her on Friday each; Arthur Paschal, colored, $10
and color Ben Satterfield. colored,
St. P.
1 .82,4 1 .80% ou to look about your fire and torna- fectly gentle, in good condition; new
--The Sun office re prepar,
to lie0e, of Pryorsburg, and a daughter- morning at 9:30 o'eloex.
Mo. P.
30 days In jai:: Henry Reynoldocolfurnish the very latest Mince In en- in-law. Mrs. Mary. E. Allison. of
95
941
/
4 do insurance, as fall and winter are harness .and new runabout. steel
Penn. .
ored, continued; Clark Wallace, con. 1.39
graved or printed ceiling oirds and this city
1.35% coming. Remember the old and re- tires: only been used about two
Mrs. Allison is the widow
Entre Noon elate
Coo.
tinued.
Invitations of any sort,
1.12% 1.11% liable Friedman Insurance Agency. weeks. Price $125. Reasons for selld is mak- of the late H. C. Allieson, who, like
Miss ('orinne Winstead will entering special prices now.
Disorderly conduct-Henry Stew 1.53% 1.54% Office No 128 South Third street. Of- ing, have no use for it. For partien•
his father, was a prominent tobacco tain the k)ntre N011/9 club on Fridley
fice telephone No. 940.
Reskience liars call at Sun office.
Mr. H. S Quince t e well known raiser sod Republican. Mrs. Allison
Lead
the, Daley Bunton and Lee Perkins,
76%
76
afternoon at 2:)0 o'clock et her hoar
phone No. 1581. We represent some
insurance man, ens called to Cory- Is in FrJersburg to attend the funerill.
1'. C. I.
colored, $20 and costs against first
1.611
/
4
1.61
/
1
4
on Washington street.
don, Ky., this rno ing by the cteath
C. F. 1.
1/1"TY
two, and continued as to Perkins.
54%
54% of the oldest and best insuraece cone- ROCKEFELLER PAI'S
panted, which are paying their loess.
of his mother, M
U.
P.
B.
Mary Quinn. who
1.04%
1.04%
•Thetena flail's Funeral.
Mr. Webb Gunn. of Clarksville,
promptly. We protect your interests, William Tender's
died Seturdae lobe at 9:30 o'clock
May Nell Stork.
8.
47%
47%
Ilt0,000 on elseuree
The funeral of Thelnia Hart, the had returned borne, after visiting
and
you better be safe than sorry.
of heart rem
E. W. %Irby. referee fa bankrupt4.Iye,
Inn
l'p einewin.
s
da n t ettegessed reeifeen
Hcrt,
frle~41 reptives in the city.
Give us a call.
-Fire
eared score cards for heid.at the residence.
Loral Markets.
Mr. J. 9'. Nicholson, who hest been cy. had Witted an order authorizing
116 Keutuctg
WANTED-Good uoy to do house
sale at
Cecil Reed. tenstee of the'-. Rehkopf
N.. office-twenty-five erectus. at 2 o'clock
New York. Nn %
- Wilitant
Dressed Chickens-20C to 4041.
Sunday anat.!. one of the subordinates In this diswork. Apply at The Sun odic*.
cents e
company,
Saddlery
Rockefeller emerged ludas front am
to
$45,000
sell
Eggs-30e
doz.
noon. The burial was In Oak Grove trict, has. been made manager of the
CLEANING and pressing neatly encounter with l'ncle Sam somewhat
, - O4Ier visiting cards for your
Butter-25c M
Paducah district of the Common- worth of uncontested stock.
cemetery.
done. Jas. DuMa. Old Phone 956.
frienOit for Christmas sow, so as to
the worse in pocketbook. Whee he
Sweet
Potatoes
-e'er
bu.
50e.
wealth Lege Ineurenee company of
BOARDERS wanted. Apply 1241 was abroad Mr Rockefeller engaged
be sere you will get them. Over 50
Husband Seeks Divorce.
Country Hams-17c D.
Louisville, suceeedtag Mr. 1. GoldHOTEL
Kentucky avenue.
le: prices from $1.50 up, at The
J M. Wyatt filed suit for divorce
Herr Von Kauigbach, portrait painter
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 60c
Palmer-H. W. Momaon, Louis- smith, resigned
_
nn office.
againsee
Green
Sausage
WANTED- Experienced
Missouri
-10c
Wyatt,
ris
alleging
cook. to the imperial court at Berlin, to
Mr. John J. Beech, Jr., left this
ville: W. P. Coegrove, Memphis; C.
Paint two portraits of himself one of
-Score cards for the game Five
abandonment. They married several
Wolff, 327 Broadway,
Sausage-10e lb:
A. Goldsmith, St. Louis: Al Levi, Wa- morning for Anna 111., to live.
hie wife and one of his daughter. The
Hundred for sale at The Sun office
Country
years
ago
Lard-12c
lb
In
Caldwell
count",
and
Mr. 4.. E. Petit, of the Lex-Foe
bash, Id.; J B
Lambert, Lou IsSALE-Nice young horse.
four pictures arrived bore four dors
at 2Sc.
-21.00 Aosen
separated.
Celery
June
20,
1904.
company,
has
returned
tour
after
a
Old
phone
viMe; C. H. Stows, Hopitinsvilks; F.
571-a.
__When you order a rig from us
ago.
Turnips-$1 50 bu
H. Thompson, Chicago: F. W. Ma- of Miesissippl.
ONE nicely furnishici room (or
Invokes atteeted by the United
you are talking to one of the proParsnips
-$1.00
bu.
Undergo Warrant*.
Master Nelson Soule. of North
loney, St. Louts; J. H. Quigley, Omarent. Bath and all modern conven- States consul general at Berlin show-5.0c
Tomatoes
Green
The
prietors or capable seerks (not a ha, Neb.; J. E.
following
basket
cases
age
In
MagisNees, Zanesville. 0 : Fifth street, who has been ill with
ioncies. Ill Broadway.
Turnips-Three for 10c.
ed that Mr. Rockefeller had paid the
trate c W. Emery's court today:.
driver or hostler) who writes, files C. C. Faltrielgt, Tulsa, I.
T.: D. R. tonoilitio is much better today Lettuce-10c.
-FOR RENT-Five room cottage, artist $13.500 each for the Paintings,
and fills the order
John B. Terrell against Jack Coulat appointed Choate, Paris, Tenn.: J P. McKlrsth,
Irvin 8. Cobb has signed a contract
Spinach-elle tos
with bath 1036 Madison street. Ap- or a total of Se4,00o.
-son, distress warrant for debt of $100
time.. Palmer Transfer Co.
Murray; A. F. Brown, Louisville; C. for another year with the New York
Peas-lne qt.
Appraiser Hecht. the cmitonts exply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
-See the Christmas boxes of W Weer. Kenosha, eels
World. His time with that paper ez- stable board. Florets attached Bond
Rabbits-15e each.
pert.
paid no attention to the invoices,
given,
trial
regular
during
term
of
fancy stationery at The Sun office,
-POS RENT-Furnished or usBelvedere-,91m
Edwards',
St. pire0 thee month. It Is understood
priced 40c up.
furnished rooms, with or without and declared that each psinting was
Louis; H.
Ward, Versailles; C. A. that Mr. Cobb had Reverie fine offers court.
$200,000, which made the total
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
C. M Soars against Napoleon Child-City suceertbers to the Daily Senn, Birmingham, Ala.: D. R. Wil- from other New York and foreign
boarlI Apply 415 Kentucky avenue. worth
see
$100.000 instead of $e4,051
Wheat-67c bu.
ers, distress warrant for $35 debt.
Sun who wish the delivery of theft liam*, Mayfield; W. C. Stoagala. papers.
HAMBURGERS and Hot TaRockefelier's agent rebelled sad
Corc-60c
ba.
paid
attachment
off
on
horse;
and
and
papers stopped must notify our
Mr. Maurice B. Nash, Jr.. left to
ma
go to "Shorty's" 111% South
Cairo,
A. P. Ebrite. Muncie, Ind.
wanted to know if Appralaer Hecht
New Cora-40c him.
lectors or make their requests di- J. S. Lewis, Chicago; J F Minsra, day on a business trip to Daweon and wagon dna/barged.
Third or 127 North Fourth.
doubted the truthfulnees of the tesiteHay-From jobbers to retail deal
rect to The Sun office. No attentIott Chicago.
adjacent places. He will net urn for
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old lucent that the artist had heon, paid
era-Strict grades. Choice Tim,
Deeds Filed.
will be paid to such orders when
Thanksgiving. Mrs. Nstelt remained
442, New 598., Delivered promptly.
only $12.e00 for each portrait
No.
Backer
1
US;
Tim.,
to
George
$17.50,
Tim.,
Back
No.
Sophia
elf
2
A.
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
here with her plater Mrs. Van Cully
E. E. Bell & Sons.
SIR THOMAS BACK HOME.
?r, property in the Chamblin-Murray $17 Fancy northern clover $15.
Hecht stood firm.
--If you have just a dollar to
Mrs. William Oregon Bonnie who
FOR RENT-iWree room !loupe,
The duty Is 24) per vent of the ;apFrom country wagons at Pubile qualspend for Christmas for a young
hao been the guest of Mrs. David addition, $5 and other conaiderations.
No.
1030 Monroe street. Apply F. praised value. Instead of $10,5ee.
Will Return to America in Attempt
ity
medium to very poor, $8 to $17
R.
M.
Oscar
Allen
Reber,
to
proplady fries*, come use the two quires
VanCulin
week,
for a
returned to her
M. Fisher
_
to Lift Cup.
Mr. Rockefeller had to draw hes
erty in the county, $1 and other con- ere toe for 'aloes mixtures
monogram pa
home in Louisville today.
e Sun sells for
Rt RENT-Two rurnieted roollis check for $16.0(50
This he did tie
the prieeL
Mr. Ed Barry went to Kuttawa siderations.
complete for light housekeeping. Ali day under protest and the paintings
Liverpool, Nov. 26.-Sir Thomas
%A'.
W.
to
Rogers
Reber,
Oscar
this morning on business.
ks for 50c, the most un$1.50
modern conveniences. 1209 JeffersOn. Ilere released,
Lipton, who arrived
here on the
property on Kentucky avenue west,
'equaled offer ever made, the Rose of
Mr. T. J. Lovell went to Nashville
FOR RENT -Tbree room cottage
steamer Carmania, In an Interview
$1 and other considerations.
Old St. Louis, Darrell of the Blessed
the* morning.
on North Twelfth street.. Apply F
today replied to the statements for'Patrick's Case Coutioued.
Isle. The Man of the Hour, Dorothy
Mr. Edward H. Egan. chief engiM. Fisher.
merly made with reference to a
Washington, D. C., Nov. 26 -The
Licence'.
Marriage
South Her Mountata Lover, Cape
neer of the Louisville division of the
FOR RENT-Rooms with or with- supreme court will continue no the
challenge for the America's cup. He
Ed Redd. city, 46, to Della Sc hotIllinois Central, is in Paducah today
out bath, 126 South 4th street, also locket of appeals, the case MI Lawsaid be did not Intend to make anner, :el, city, colored.
surveying corps.
furnished rooms. Apply 304 North yer Albert Patrick, sentenced to die
other voyage to the United States un- with a
Sixth street. Old phone 1114.
Mr. James Nagel returned from
til there was another cup race. Refat Sing Sing, despite the retwirts of
RED MULE STRAYED.
this morning.
Mayfield
FOB RENT Jan 1.-Third floor
erring to the prosperity of the Unita promise of commutation to a life
Mr. E. W. Bockman went to Calover R. vs- Walker & Co. drug store. sentence by Governor Higgins The
ed States, Sir Thomas said It never
And Driver Thought 'seiner Had Tavert City this mern1ne on business.
Fifth and Broadway, 21x114 feet, D.
had been greater.
case probably will not be reached
ken it Home.
A. Yeiser.
Mr. C. F. Akers. of the local Illiuntil the next October term
nois Central, Is 111.
LOST-Flesh-colored strap pockA monogram in one or two letters
W. M. Fowler, of Sharpe, MarMr. Brack Owen went to Hamby
etbook
between Harbour's
end
In any color of Ina, and two quires
that] county, came to Paducah SatDR. GEoRGE NIAKGANA.
Lange; drug store. Finder return to Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist. All
of paper for only a dollar, a special Station this morning.
irday driving a red mule. He had a
Dr. W. H. Neville and wife re- negro boy
this office and receive reward
calls promptly attended night and
for Chrestmes, at The Sun office.
with him and took the 6
turned to Eddyville this morning af- o'clock
F'OR RENT-Ise:iota with bath at day. Residence Phone 2935 Old Of.
train to Cairo. after loading
ter a short visit to the city.
Transfer company.
609 1-2 Broadway. Suitable for one flee, Thompson
he Wagon with a quarter of beef, a
Phones 357.
G. C. Sexton, manager of the cab zroas-cut
or two gentlemen. Apply Walker's Both
saw and other articles. The
lines for the Palmer-Transfer comdrug store, Fifth and Broadway.
negro did not know
his employer
Are guaranteed to stand the
pany, has resigned and has been suc- was
going out of the city, and left
1:5NE nicely furnished room
for
test of time. They are soft
ceeded by Mr. J. J. Wilkerson, son of
LEE LINE STEAMER
be mule standing on Burnett street.
rent with all modern conveniences.
and pliable and ,strong and
the senior member of the firm.
rhe little red mule strayed away and
Gentlemen
preferred.
Inquire at
Mesdames John Young and W. D.
have no Reams to come unFor men who want No. 713 Kentucky avenue.
You are hereby respectfully noti- Ennis, of Hopkinsville, are visiting ween the driver came out, presumes!
glued Quality and durability
Fowler had returned and driven
something
a little better - SEND your clothes to the Faultfied that the last half of your city Dr and Mrs. J. B. tearber, 730 Jefconsidered, -our rubber goods
'tome. Fowler last night returned to
less Pressing club, 3.02% Broadway.
than
other
tasa bill is now due. This friendly re- ferson street.
people.
Drake & Browder. proprietors. Both
Paducah In search of the mule and
Leaves Memphis Novemare the cheapest in town. We
Joe Miller, circuit court clerk, re- eagon.
phones 1507.
minder is to guard you against forBoth were in Charlie Clark's
ber 21 for Louisville, Evanshave the biggest line.
turned from Mayfield this morning ;table.
J. - N. MORGAN, blacksmith, 4-6-9
It cost 50 cents to the city
getfulnes and may save you a 10
ville, Paducah, Cincinnati
after visiting his daughter, Mrs. and
IC Third. Old phone 457. Superior
$1 to the liveryman to redeem
per cent penalty.
and
all way points.
Clay Lemon, Sunday.
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
hem. Fowler declares the stock law
You are cordially levited to the
Mrs. Maurice Joseph left for het
Through
rate to Helena,
Makes
forflora
an
wire
side
tires,
stone
the
ideal
XI11111
Paducah is a good one. Not one of
city treasurer's office at your earli- home In Cincinnati this morning af.
best rubber tires made.
Vicksburg and Pine Bluff,
he articles in the wagon had been
present.
est convenience, that you may avoid ,Leir visiting Mrs. J. L. Friedman.
- CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--Mason
Ark.. arriving Paducah Satmolested.
lacerp,retad
Mr. and Mrs. Jobs L, Grey° ane
ry and :concrete work a specialty.
the crowd and delay of the last day.
urday, November 23th
DRUGGISTS
W. Fe Graye, astalittarit 'secretary o'
Office 116 South Fourth, Phone 410
True love speaks In action+, rather
Very truly yours,
IMAM 175
f asilf1111My.
state, passed through- the city today than
Restdonce phone 1237. Prompt atG. F. PHILLIPS,. Agent•
words, and a kiss has brought
JOHN J. DORIAN,
from Princeton on the way to Liv• more hearts together those t
Night Bell at Side Door.
tention to all estimates.
hosisannd
_
Roth Phones 1155-A.
ingatou ooudty.
Otty Treasurer.
orations.
_
1111111MMUMINIONIMMIND
PRETTY WIDOW. rirY affection•
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0E0. O. HART & SONS CO.
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•
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FOR

Our
Pure Gum
Seamless
Hot Water Bottles
and
Fountain Syringes

MEMORY IS MONEY
TO THE TAX PAYER

Banister's
Bed Room
Slippers

Steamer Georgia Lee

$3.50 and $4

R. VI. WALKER CO.

7
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Cr than necessary is no better than
stesilag it, no 1 Isiah to return elsoat 7 HANDS
what is right, with some interest."
Land lensed eases.
Appalling Increases in the Number of Operations
SecretaryHitchcock Is going to
Performed Each Year—How Women May
explode a bomb before he Quits ofAvoid Them.
fice ie. head of the departateat of
laterior nfla t s on g. lie is looking
ncle Sam Hu Surplus On Into charges of gross land frauds in The Charleston Courier Talks
Wyoming, mad it Is declared that
Hand At Present.
About Kitty League.
souse proud sae* will be eusirched
before the investigation is completed, for the fraud. are reported to be
Looks Bright for Libecei Meaeuren to
Take. 1.•‘i
Slatinderings
Si extensive as those of Oregon. The
improve the
interual
of Writer Ill'ho IS••••••tal Kees.
principal violations are laid at the
Weternays.
the hiltuation.
door of the trIll011 Pacific. which no
Said to have *squired vast coal propertMs by the simple eapeeient of
LAND FRAt'D ('APE'. DEG INTO having alleged "settlers" take up the 8EBiletYTel FOR Tien cEsth•rmi.
land under the government grant,
relinquishing their holdings afterward to the ralirood company. It la
The following Is a portion of an arWasnIngton.
Nov.
?.6.— Uncle
said at the time protests were reticle from the Charleston. Ill., Courier
Santa poeketbook Is much larger
peatedly made against the issuance
relative to the future of the Kitty
this year than last and treasury LIMof patents to such "settlers," but
league:
viola are looking forward to an imthey were practically Ignored.
"Several rumors going the rounds
mense surplus turd when the fiscal
which state there will be no Kitty
year ends next June. At this time
(-loin! through the ompitale in our
ErtichMig MAW les.
The following letters cannot fail to
league next year are pronounced
last year the government faced
large cities one is su rp bed to find such bring hope to despairing women.
a
S'ashIngtoa, Nov 26.—The (-en- false,
a large proportion of a patients lying
as there will be a Kitty league
deficit of $14,500,000, but when the
Miss Ruby Mushrnake of game
ens bureau has uodertaken a epeeist and
on those snow-white beds women
the
Urban park will retain Its
books
were
balanced
this
week
It
and girls, who are either awaiting Chicago, ind., writer .
statistical investigation of deaths re- franchise and will
have a league team
was found that there ts the anta
or recovering from seriotui operations. Dear Mrs. Pinkham.—
•
mitting from hotnielde mid suicide in neat year.
1 hays bscnagrest..rer
Why should this be the case? Simsum
of
$15,000,000
reposing
at
a
trouble, •nd
withir
atioc
=
i
the Visited States
Offenses dealt
ply heesurie they have neglected them- periods anti f
"Jacksonville and Danville, memsolves. Female troubles are certainly months ago the doctor. idler using the X-Ray surplus -in the treasury strong box. with by the different classes of trimco me, said I bad an aboms and would twee
bers of last year's league, are trying
mit the increase among the women of to have an operation. My mother
one-third of this amount haying
wanted
pal courts, during the period of one to get into the Three-toe league and
this country---they Creep upon them me to try Lydia K. Plnkhatn's Vegetable
been added in the first 20 days of
year. will also be investigated. The will make it, providing they obtain
unawares, but
one of those Compound as a lest resort, and it not (wily
patients in the hospital beds had plenty eared me from an operettas but made Me so- this month. la the fare of these teats fact that statistics on lynchings will
the permission of the remainder of
of warning in that twaring-dowu feel- rarely welt"
there Is reason to believe that the
also he included lends additional in- the clubs cr the Kitty.
ing. pain at left or rightof Ic abdotnen,
Mrs. Alice Berryisill. of 313 Roves coming congress will be more libnervous exhaustion, pain ri the small Street, Chattanooga, Tenn ,
terest to the proposed ievestigation.
"The two clubs metftioned can
writes
eral in it* appropriations for public
of the back. dizziness, flat..lency, dis- Dear Mrs. Pinkham
—
have their release by Paying $2,509
placements of the organs or irregular- "Them years ego Ilf• looked dark to ma works. Chief among these is the riveach, as they must buy their release
ities. All of these symptoms are indi- I had ulceration and inflammation of the ers and harbors bill, which
for the
cations of an unhealthy condition of female organs and mum a serious conditiall,
the same as a player. Should they
My health was -seupletely broken down last ten y-ears has carried a ridicuthe female organs, and if not heeded
fail to do this the national agreement
was nO
the penalty has to be paid by a danger- and the doctor told toe that If!sixusoitE
lously small amount. lt Is the hope
firmed
moo I mead die within
would bar either city from entering
owe operation. When these symptoms
of those who believe in the develophim I woald have no
manifest themselves, do Dot drag along
smother league.
,
LLtila R. Pinkliain
°
7
1rstalshis
ment
natural
of
the
resources
of test T.tkE GIME Fittltf 1NVIN('IBLE
until you are obliged to go to the hosBsadd to influence Waylipaktit
"Paducah and Cairo will remain
pital and submit to an operaUon— 5b101110 tar Is medi,env that maw day country, that the appropriaticsa for
"ODD SON."
with the present league, ass will also
but remember that Lydia E. Pink- and began te me it faithfully Mega Sr. this work will be ili0,0004)00
an ham e Vegetable Compound has saved days I felt relief but was not entirely owed
Urban Park. Vincennes and several
Dually for the next ten veers. The
thousands of women from surgical until I used it for sometime.
citle• are knocking for admisaion.
Yaw mad* le
Lea I ham condition of commerce. which has
operation..
hewed werwaltriende
bore
to
take
Beeline of 6~4 Illetwere Big OW- Possibly Decatur, Vast St. Louis or
When women are troubled with ir- it sad! knew ore Men a ifresu who hod giown an
much more rapidly- then
regular. suppressed or painful periods. fosse treetthe sod who *day are et wail
Terre Haute may be adintted."
Sege Teems Rotateday--Old Ell
demands
weakness, displacement or ulceration and seem ea I ea tram ming your Vege- transportation facilities.
The foregoing is the..biggoel, joke
Vleemensa.
ot the arcane, that heertng-down feet- table Oemponed."
that &Rondos be turned to developtahat.-- leas been. perpeermod itie Kitty
illie.liallneseasteaw. backache. bloating
Lyasa-s:Philbenra Vegetable Cow- ing the natural channels of trade
league circles since P D. Q. Green
ls, Satulency). general debility. hole pound *once removes such trouble*.
Won, and nervous prostration, or are Refuse to buy any other medicte:, for that have been neglected for a halfpublished hie last learned essay. JackI with such ererpteses*di:deem, you used the beat.
The "All Stars" defeated-the creek'
century. The railroad% for the last
Danville can get released
sonvilleand
lassitude, excitability, irritability. DerMr*. Pinkham, daughter-In-law of three years have been helpless
10 "Odd Sox" football teem at Wallace from the KKItty Vague by paying
vommess, sleepiest's**, 'melancholy, Lydia 5. Pinkhans. invites all sick wo"allirone"
and "want-to-be-left- men to write her for advice. Her advice the great tide of traffic that is Park Saturday afternoon by a score 112.51:00 each. Ob. mercy! That le more
Mime 'feelings.. they should remember sad medicine have restored thousands growing so rapidly. With
rivers of 1:i to
money than any of-the teams in the
Oweis QUO tried sad true remedy.
to health. Address, Lynn, Masit
The line-up: Ali Stare_tageireee.
deepened sad widened, and ports
Kitty league exceOt Jeekeonville and
L r
memel 111111SISIII Where Others Fell. prepared to permit of the operation 1.. E. .Capt. O'Brien, L. T.: McNeill. DanvilW saw last season. it
sounds
of fleets of swift vessels and capa- L. G . Mitchell, C. Ogilvie, R. G.: just like it emanated from the city
cious barges, the
transportation Gidden, R. T . Gallagher, R. E ;
In India* made femmus by the novel
Q. B.. iffeelaud. It. H.; Mercer. "Alice of Ohil
problem would
be solved. freight
Vinoenees," and 10ddle
rates would be greatly decreased and Watterfotin.
Roth. Mb Perdue. et al , nape too Odd Sox—Hayes. C.: Fisher, R. 0.:
business all orer the country would
the Kitty league teasa MP, •
take on an added trppetus.
The -Enders, Q. B Capt. Gegen. P. It:1 VIneetines
We expect to get
question will be forced on the at- Hughes. R. /4.1 Powell, R. T.; Bur- the Kitty Magas and eo does Dili,.
tention of the federal government nett. L. T.; 'Winstead, L. K. Kirk- and lie don't expect Pt to coal e
till
next month, when tlea national riv- land. R. E. Halley umpire; James, Whether ire do or dnat. Whether we
ers and.. harbors compass holds Its referee.
pet Into the Two-Kr league or don't
conventItin here December 6 and 7.
get into it. Or for that matter,
Football Remelts.
whether we don't get into any league
Victim of !Poison.
Chicago, all: Nebraska
we are sore of one thing: We won:,
Dr. Wiley'
"poison wined" is
Minnesota, 5. Indiana
be in the Kitty imegae. The fans who
coming in for severe criticism this
Purdue, 0: Mien*. I.
put up the money to back the team
week because of the death of one
eiwthinati, 0: Carlisle. IS.
oil not hive it, so that is settled for
of Its former members. Robert
Coe,
Coraell College. 0.
good and all m Car as Jacitsonville
Vance Freeman. 22 years old sad
hoes, 2: Iowa, 0.
Is concealed. We also hot)* Danville
formerly an employe of the departDepauw, It; Miami. 0.
may cut loose, as eh, is too Rood a
ment of agriculture, is the victim of
Ohio State, 12; Wooster, 1.
town to be tied up le that company
the adulterated food fed hlm in the
Olivet. 8: Michigan "Aggies."
The news that ,Vincennes Is knock'
Interests of science, according to his
If so, you havn't a Wilson Heater and 40
Gikhrist, 2: Knot, Is (soccer)
lag to get Into the KItty league next
mother.
Three
years
ago
Dr.
Wiley
Nitrite. 5. Cage, 0.
per cent of thc burna::le part of thc soft coal
Year is also startling. It has appeared
undertook experiments to determine
Ohio Wesleyan, 22; Western Reis escaping unburned in the form of smoke.
to us slate the elope of the season
the effects of borax and boric acid on serve, II.
that Vincennes was about ail that war,
the human system, and Freeman was
Denison, 10; Kenyon, 4
left of the Kitty Witgue. Of course,
one of the first to volunteer for the
Milliken, 6; Came Poly.
we always knew some of Vincennes
with the celebrated (it Blast Down-Draft,
"squad." His mother declares the
Monmouth, 11: Beloit, I)
population
were adepts ha the knockconsumes these fum and turns thcm into
lad, although strong
and
hearty
Ohioago Veterinary College, 0; P
ing line. About Ow only thing Viso
when ' joined the squad, quickly & B., 4.
heat. This may be readily seen by the
reams. Cairo and Paducah are eligisuccumbed to the effects of the
(Michigan Normal, 14, Hillsdale. 6.
absence of smokc in thc chimney when a
ble to knock for adintesion into at the
drugs
and
before
the
six-months'
Northwestern
,
flentore. 5: FreshWilson is used.
preempt ks the baseba:1 cemetery intest was completed he was Oiecharey men, 0.
You pay too per
stead of any league. We wish Met-t for your fuel; why
ed. Then, she toys. he went west he
Yale. G. Harvard, 0
loom and Charleston luck in their renot get loo per cent due from it?
an effort to regain hie health, hat
Swartiansore, 21: Amherst, O.
orgseleal league. We hope the town
without result. The matter has occaBrown, 23: Dartmouth. 0.
twill form a titres,ettengh association
Sold Exclusively by
'Pennsylvania, 22: Villa Nova, 12.
sioned a small scandal.
to get the team some new suits so
Pennsylvania 19119, 8; Cornell,
Conscience Money.
that the ones they wore last season
Sine umbing to the tortures of an 191q,
may be renovated. This would he a
West Petit, 0: Syracuse. 4
active conacleam, an I Meals man has
lag job to tackle, but it *should be
Virginia
Poly, 0.
Navy,
sent a check for $400 to the "con.115 fir,eisee‘
done for the good of the health of the
8t, Jobire College, 1; John Ho
science fund." The letter containing
community: if nothing else. Don't
Mae
UaiversitY.
'0.
the check was received by Captain L.
hold your breath, however, or depend
Lafayette, 23: Lebigis, to
M Kefly, second deputy commison the $2,5041 from Jacksonville and
Arkansas. 22; TnIene, 0,
11')
sioner of pensions, and explained
Danviile to-help MY the new league's
Georgetown College, A; Kentucky
that the writer seven years ago dug
expenses. Just go *heed cultivating
a well for the government, the con- State College, 19.
'the broom corn crop in that section
tract railing for him to go only deep
It Is the easiest and surest wily to get
Fortunate nlibmouriane.
enough to strike water. Feeling that
t be money.
the goveremest could afford to pay
"When 1 was a druggio. at Live
a little extra money. the -contractor nia, Mo., writes T. e. Dwyer, now of
Deaths From Appendicitis'.
did not stop digging when he struck Graysville, Mo., "three of
custo- decreaees In the same ratio that the
water at a depth of 70 feet, but dug mers were permanently, cured of use of Di. King's New Life Pills inModern
Highest Grade
down 230 feet farther, thus Increas- consumption by
Kiete New Dis- creases They have von from danger
ing his earnings. The, extra money cover?* and are well .lind strong to- and bring 'quick and painless release
OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
blistered hie conscience so that *ev- day. One was trying'to sell his prop- from constipation and the Ills growEXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS en years afterward he eased it
by erty and move to Arizona. but after ing out Of it. Strength and vigor alEver. tew r inu•••s hea..veen Hotel, Depots,
restitution. The letter says:
using New Discoeary a short time he ways follow their use. Guaranteed
Wharves and through Business District.
"I have come to the coticlusion found it unnecessary to do so. I re- by all druggists. 25c. Try them.
that by getting money by going deep- gard Dr. King's New Discovery as
--Mrs Austin's Pancakes will hell
the most wonderful Medicine in exEUROPEAN PLAN
istence " Surest Cough
and Cold to regain lost appetite. At grocers.
view lay ...dep.
etre and Throat and Lung healer.
11111e-wIllie tar The lea.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 50c and
SCOURGE DWCIESCNERER
Trial
bottle
$1.
free.
Pr4,1149or
FIRIEPRO0f9 THROU•HOUT

Women in Our Hospitals1PLENTY OF MONEY

'' USI
AND TO CAIRO, TOO

IN THE TREASURY

ALL STARS

S.

NOTICE
To Electric Light and
Power Patrons.

a.

• 14

nature of the alternating
THEelectric
current supplying light
and power is to be changed very
shortly. This will effect all of our
customers having buzz fans and
small motors-thit are attached to the
same wires that supply light. If you

have either a small motor or buzi
fan we would thank you to advise us
immediately in order that we may
take the necessary steps to adapt
your machine to the changed conditions.
MEM

The Paducah Light and
Power Co.

1

tii ,
r: • y -1 I •

Does Your
Chimney Smoke?

THE WILS( N HEATER

HANK BROS.

Uhe

LENOX HOTEL
11111FIFNALO

or.

Pipe Time
Fail and Winter is the
Pipe season.. We have
prepared for your every
want in this line.

CITY TRANSFER CO.
Now located at
We

(=Dauber's Stable.
are ready for all kinds of hauling;

TELEPHONE 499

OUR LINE OF PIPES

I

Both in Meerschaum and
Briar includes all that is
newest and hest fiat to Si

THE SMOKE DOUSE
222 tiro midway

ler

The TWA Weeder
Ceres all kidney, bladder and risen
elatleetroubles; sold by J. H 0•111schia-egsr, eel iiroadvm)
,, Dr. 2, W
Hall, office 2926 Olive strait St
Louis, MO
THEgg'n stt tsn
Talking. you ,ant brat tferbine for the
ever. The greatest regulator eve*
offered to 'suffering humanity. If you
suffer from Relit complaint. if .eii ere
Wiens sad fretful, Its your neer ant.
ilerblne will put It in its "roper cenell.
tine. A ptiottite cure for constipation,
Oyetwailla rips ail III* due
i.`i. tnrpirl liver Try a bottle and you
w,1! !Inver wise Anything Mae.
sold hy all aruggiits.

The Prices Below Will Be
Made Until Dec. 31, 1906
Gold Shell Crown,'22k....$380
Gold Fillings1-00
Silver Fillings.
.80
.78
Plate Fillings
Bridge work and all grades of
plate work guaranteed. Painless
extraction of teeth

DR. KING BROOKS
DENTIST
ikt h raid Etrcletelvvely

•

"Seeing the Southwest"

EXCURSIONS
Doubtless you have heard of the Bumper Crops which have
been raised this year In Arkansas, Louisiana. Oklahoma, Indian
Territory, Texas sad New Mexico. Have you compared them
with results obtained in your section? Is your work where you
are, bringing you adequate returns for the capital invested and the
labor expended? If not, a change would be beneficial perhaps. A.
visit to the Southwest will open your eyes. Out In Oklahoma the
Seat big land opening is soon to take place; farms are still very
cheap in Western Arkansas. Northern Louisiana and the Gulf
Coast of Texas. Let us give you full information about these
seetions. you will want to gee them after you have examined our
Illustrated literature.
is g

VERY LOW RATES, ONE WAY AND RETURN TRIP
ti onithwestern points first and third Tut.,dayt: eavii
Ow II Les. ilia Poss./get keit art,
1 N. Genstor. be tee Pus. Ages, costs
oft sea lit
USMIs. Tess.
Fla.t.• I ad. Si'sever,Tray. Passe. Aigt.

ROCK ISLAND -- FRISCO LINES
Nashville,'Tenn.

W. P. Perron,
President.

R. ItUDIt,
Outlier

P. PURVIS',
Assistant Cashier

Citizen's Savings
Barth.
,•d
Cepiial

Surplus
Stock holders liability

$100,000
50,000
100,000

Total secnrfty to depositors

$250,000

Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as Large depositors and accord to all the Beale
courteous treatment.
Interest raid on Time Deposits

Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock

Third and Broadway

TO LET
Several superior offices; on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double offices especially adapted for dentists.

American-German. National Bank
227 Broadway

todeass
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

ABOUT COUGHS BOHDSMEN HELD
WIFE MURDERER
CITY ORDINANCES
.„„,..
With Edged
SEEKING PARDON
FOR HIS CONDUCT
Tools

•
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PAGE SEVEN.

Are You Tired, Nervous
and Sleepless?

Reliable Local Advice.
Nervousness and sieepoostoos are actually due to the fact that the 'cries are
—
not
fed on properly nourish.iig blood;
''In conducting a large drug bustAN
PROVIDING they are sktrveci nerves. Dr Pierce's
ORDINANCE
aess we naturally meet a great mane
FOR THE ORIGINAL CONSTRUC- Goklets Medical Diseovery moors purr,
rich blood, and thereby the
ell are
people at this season of the year who
TION OF NINETEENTH STREET. properly nourished and all the organ@ of
from
miler
coaglas.
the
colds
body
are
and
run as smoothly as machinbron- Important Rulings In Regard 1'•ROO1 A POINT WHERE SAME INBy IIENRY CON MIRIAM 2 Case Recalls Paducah Wr1 ezial
ery which runs in oil. In this way you
troubles.
TERSECTS BROADWAY, TO
A feel clean, strung and etrentiours-you
raw
les kr.on."
Genwr."
are
Killed In Denver
To POlietliiell'e BMA&
POINT Willeftle SAME
hes on loosse sesair."As these troubles are easily conINTER- toned up and invigorated, and you are
good
for
a
whale
lot
of
physical
or
mental
AVENUE,
GUTHRIE
SIDCTS
EXtrolled if the right means Is taken to
work. Best of all, the strength and InCopytight, aft by harper & Brothers •-•
CEPT ON K BIA)CK ALREADY IM- crease In vitality and health
;•ure them, Jo want to say to the,
are loallnu.
The trouble with mast Wales and sledMarried Man in Metropolis, Whom people of Paaucah that We guarantei Proposed Sewers in South Louisville PROVED FROM KENTUCKY AVE- leine••
which
have
a
image,
booming sale
NUE, TO WASHINGTON STREET.
Sir John pulled himself together
!the Had met Through a Miamifor a short time. Is that they are largely
oar cod liver preparation, Vinol, vita
Already increase Value of
AND FOR THE ORIGINAL CON- composed of alcohol holding the drugs le
He threw back his shoulders and
tomato' .tgeucy.
Property.
etre hanging-on
colas,
stubborn
STRUCTION OF GUTHRIE AVE- solution. This alcehot shrinks up the red
stiffened hbt neck.
blood corpuscles, and in the lung run
..oughs, bronchial and lung troubles
NUE. FROM
A POINT WHERE greatly injures the Ry.lf.M. one me_y feel
"My health Is excellent." he replied
quicker than any , preparation we
SAME INTERSECTS NINETEENTH exbilarated and better for the time being,
sturdily. -Of couese I am beeinninge
yet in the end weakened and with vitality
STREET, TO
to feel my years a little, but one must SHE WAS His THIRD VIt TIM. have ever sold.
A
POINT WHERE decreased. Dr.
HENDERSON leitt EtIEN
Pierce's tiol•len efedeal
el(MT.
"This
is
because
Vinol contains no
SAME INTERSECTS THE MAY- Discovery contains no alcohol. Every
expect to do that after- eb-er--eixty.'
bottle
of
it
bears
upon its wrapper The
rest Is vie."
oil or grease to clog the system and
FIELD ROAD, IN THE CITY OF
Badge of lloofxty, in a lull list or all Its
He mad* a little movement of be
PADUCAH, KY.
upset the stomach, yet it does OW1several ingredients. For the druggist to
hands.
offer iou 'something he claims IS"
Denver, Colo., Nov. 26. -"Freder- Lain every one of the 56 odd mediciLoulsvele, Nov. 26.---Judge O'Dohgood " is to itunult your Intelligence.
"No." he went on, "the sooner you go ick Sanchez planned to take hie wife
erty today held that the bondsmen of BE IT ORDAINED BY THE GENnal curative elements actually
Every ingredient entering into the
tathe better."
ERAL COUNCIL OF THE CITY .world-famed -Gulden Medical Dhoovery"
to Black Hawk, and kill her there, ken from fresh cods' livers, with ton- police officers are responsible for the
"I do not Iike leaving you," perhas the unanimous approval and endorseOF PADUCAH, KENTUCKY:
thinking that the clime would not ic troll added. Vince Is net a patent conduct of the pollee for whom they
ment of the leading medical authorities
sisted Jack.
Section 1. That Nineteenth street, of all the several schools of practice. No
so
create
much
notice
intaft
surety,
In
a
become
when
he
overruled
medicine: and you know what you
a
Pair John isugesed rather testily.
other
medicine sold through druggists for
from a point where same intersects
at"Ttuit is rather absurd." he said. "I town. He did not carry out that part are taking, so withont reservation denerrrer to the petition In the suit
like purposes has any such endersement.
Broadway,
point
to
a
same
where
InThe n•olden Medical Discovery " not
eau accustomed to being left. I have of his plans because there was some we recommend Vinol
McGovern
of
John
againet
bondsthe
to cure coughs,
tersects Guthrie avenue, except one only producer' all the good effeeta to be
uiways lived alone. You will du me a delay in securing the
Insurance pol- L•olds, bronchial troubles, increase Men of Patrolman John Hess. These black already improved,- from Ken- obtained from the use of (hoiden Seal
favor if you will go poi% and take
root, In all stomach, liver and bowel
icies."
the appetite, build up the rundown. bondsmen are Louis Stokes and Rob- tucky avenue to Washington street, troubles,
your puomee out to Africa."
as in dyspepsia. biliousness, conert
Kern,
This
is
the statement of a distant tired and debilitated, and create
and Guthrie avenue, front a point stipation, ulceration of sumach awe
-Now-this (vetting?"
428 Briadway, Plane 1513.
bowels
and
kindred ailments, but the
where same. intersects the Mayfield Golden Seal root
-Yes. At once. The i't11,-ie close cousin of Mrs. Frederick C'. San- strength and renewed vitality for the
used ill its compoundabout bait peat 6, I Lwileve. Yoll will chez who wishes his name withheld aged.
Property Advancing,
road in the city, of Paducah. Ken- ing is greatly enhanced in its curative ac- 411.1..110.114
1CINNIMMIMIONI
Just have time to do it heftier (Mauer." for the present, but who vehementLouisville. Ky., Nov. eri
Alt-seedy tucky, he and the sante is hereby or- thni by other 'Ingredients such as Stone
"If Vinol falls to do what we say
Pool,
Black
Cherrybark.
alai'
Jack mow and wetit vessel the dour. ly protests against
the proposed lib- we will refund every dollar paid for the prenatal influence of lonisvele's dered to be originally constructed of drake root and chemically pure triple- EVANSVILLE,
PADVOAM
AND
He went slowly, almost reluetaittly.
new sewer system Is felt ia certaie good cement gravel subject to the retitled glycerine.
eration of Benches from the state it." W. B. McPbereoe, Druggist.
CAIRO LIMA.
- The Common Sense Medical Adviser.'
"De not trouble about me." said fer
approval
the
suitacity
of
engineer,
sections
of
the
city
where
slight
•
sent
penitentiary
hoe
Is
in
ott
by
covers
paper
the
receipt
of
governor
and
John. "I ags *eel:worsted to being left."
Note—While we are sole agents
ble in all respects for such construe- 21 one-centstamps to pay the ieet of mailremated it ii.ben the dour had board of pardons. The cousin Is a for Vinol in Paducah, it is now for advance In the holdings of various
(Incorporated )
lion; all to be done in strict accord- ing 0111W. For 31 stamp. lite elites-hound
Property owners has been noted Mirdulled behind his sou,
volume will be sent. Address Dr. R. V. Ilmusitytile and Paducah Packet.,
resident of Denver.
sale at the leading drug store in
ance
with
plans,
the
grades,
specifiPierce. Buffalo, N, V.
lhe fire Was low again. It was al
"Mrs. Addle Barnhardt. of Padu- nearly every town and city in the ing the past two weeks. EspeciallY cations, widths and profiles of
Dr. Pierce's Pleraant Pellets rare age.
the
must dying. The daylight nag fading
Is this true in the southern and southstipatten.
biliousness and headacim.
cab, Ky., came to Denver after Mrs. country. look for the Vino:
city engineer, made and provided by
agency
every moweet. The cinders fell to
eastern sections of the city. Many him for such
purpoge, all of which
getber with a crumbling muter and a Sanchez was killed, and secured most in your town.
of the 'real atilt* dealefs , have ex- pare adopted as a part of this ordigrayness crept Into their glowing 'of the 'facet which I ard relating.
(Daily Except Sunday.)
depths. 'fee old ntuu sitting there made
"Attorney Henry J. Hersey issued Sanchez, but a commutation of sent- pressed the opinion that as soon as nance as fully as If embraced herein
Steamers Joe Fowler and John 111.
no attempt to add fresh fuel.
• signed statement awl maaes many ence which would permit Dim to re- the work on the new sewer system 15 or attached hereto, and made a part
Hopkins, leave Paducah for E-ane"I mu aioustomed." he Mud, with a m isstatement&
jr way South Louisville will tbereet, and are- marked "A•• for
well utie
ceive a parole, under which he cored
vIlle and way landings at 11 a. in.
half cynical mull*, 'to being left."
Nnore specific identification.
experldrice
Atate
decided
real
"Mr. Hersey says that Miss Jennie be re-committed to the penitentiary
Special excursion rate now in ef—I----Section 2 That said work shall be
Warren, who became Mrs. Sanchez. without trial in case he broke any boom.
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
CHAPTER X X V.
constructed moiler the dtrection of
return, $4 00 Elegant rnualc on the
did not meet Sanchez through the of the rules prescribed for hint.
HET tell we, sir. that Missis
the board of pubLe works and the
Redd Had Bad Leek,
boat.. Table unsurpassed.
He says that Sarnibes Is not a rufa
Marie-that is, Missis Der- agency et an advertisememt in
aupervIs
ma
city
the
of
engineer,
and
Cadiz, Ky., Nov 26.--T F. Redd,
eovu-has gone lack to her matrimonial paper.
fian or a degenerate; and denies that
Hying on Little -river, *stew ntghte shall be commeaced at a time desigIITEAMNit DICK FOWLER
people at Stem Lome."
"Mr. Hersey says that which- k he met his wife through a matrimonated by contract for the performago lost a large tobacco barn con_Lelitees Pedutah for Cairo and way
Thee speks Joseph ta Us master um* not true. Miss_Warren, who had
ance
of
left nial agency.
said
'Work
completed
aid
on
taining 12.0410) pounds of tobacco and
landings at b a m sharp, daily exafteraoou is Match-;not so many years
her aunt's house in Paducah, Ky.,
or before Decernber 31, 1906.
The killing of Mrs. Sanchez, Mr. ten tons of, key.
cept Sunday. Special tin:elan retail
ago 1 hey were et: board the steamer
Lightning struck
Section
3. The met of such con,
now in effect from Paducah to Calm
liegenoayo, which good verse' was and who was living at Metropolis. Hersey asserts, was accidental. He the barn, setting it on fire. On the
struetion dT said street shall
be
pounding down the west coast of Attl- Ill., ten miles tolow Paducah, on clams that the man had been drinkand return, with or without meals
Niko night a Male of Mr. ItedsFs got paid for wholly be the property ownee at her best speed. The captain the Ohio river, saw
and room. Good music and table unthe advertise- ing heavily for a month before the hung in the stable and died, and the
ers •battIng or fronting thereon on
11111/111LRY
reckoned that he would he anchored at ment of Sanchez for a wife
surpassed.
and ans- shooting, and on the night previous high weters wombed away about eve
both
sides
thereof,
to be apportion- that will charm ano delight the
Lounge' by bait pate 7 or Bache* Sot
For further Information apply to
wered it. She related her Idea his- bad been held up by a man with a
nitres of good corn 'His total loss Is ed to and anseesee against the prop- Judge of fine gems. Ring., Brooch- S. A. Fowler, General
moiling. There were tmly .oven pasPass. Agent, or
tore,
loeti
him
that
elle
se
gun.
relaDreaming
had
that
the
looldup was between $2,41104 *Red $3,11410, with no erly and property owners abutting
aleugers on hoard, and dinner bad been
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
es, Draatueutal
Combs,
Chains.
tives,
and gave him all the inform. shooting at him. Mr. Hersey says. insurance.
ordered au boar earlier for the conthereon. en both sides thereof, acFtswier-Crumbaugh & Co's (Moe.
Rraceleta, etc.
venieuce of ali cum-toned. &kept' was Lion concerning herself that he M- Sanchez drew a revolver from under
cording to the number of trent feet
Both phones No. ES.
peeking his meteor's cdetbes lb the itred.
rabotitsf Marron eke* the city of
his pillow and *ought to defend himFirennes la a MIMI.
WATCHES
spacious cabin allotted flo him. The
"Sanchez went to Nietropolia,saw self and his wife. When he tome to
Ilendereon Ke , Nov 26—A ter- Paducah shall pay the entire cost of for Ladies and lisentirmen, in gold, 111. LOUIS AND TikINNENaliell
°watery of the steamer had thought It
all Intersections of streets and pubMiss Warren, and told her that he himself he was in the middle of the rific fight occurred
here between
RIVER PAChiffr COMPANIL
Worth their while to make the finder of
silver or genni;•tal; 41g:crews Caere,
lic alMys. If any such there be.
Chief et the Fire Department Hector
the slue/wine as temfortable as cir- would give her an hour to make up room and had shot his wife.
Cigar Cutters, etc. All
So-otion 4. The contractor awarded Mateli
mantatanees alluwast. The Aoki)at thek her mind whether she would marry
Beaches's life, according to Mr. W. Kohl and one of tes.men, Halley
TUR TENNhEiMiLlt
the contract for the work herein pro- eerie of dainty 1.4rees if sliver for me
great" drag had directed toward the litm or not. Her relations •l her Hersey, was Insured
more heavily W. Tribbte. Tribble wanted to get vided for, shall be paidonly upon
"Lady',"
dressing
table.
eswest coast or Africa that bootie( ocean aunt's home in Paducah
had not than his wife's. The prisoner. It Is off and the chief refused to eienee timates furnished by the city enactwARFtEN & WARRING&
neee-tieweildesn whiee is ever en
been Very pleasant, and she moot asserted, never collected a penile of him
When Mee met later they neat, and approved by the board of
the alert for some new laud of promise.
either return to her home or marry the !unease, money.
went together. Tribble had cats on public works, In seeordance with the
"Weo told you that?" asked
him. She told him that she would be
drying his bands on a towel.
Mr. Hersey contends that Sanchez his forehead, on the top of his head, terms of the contract made by the
"One of the stewards, sir: a Naas his wife.
Mole& not have received a sentence his left ear cot off, a' gash on his contractor awarded said eontractotel
dist was laid up at Stem leone in
"An boar after they met, which of Metre dtan a year M the count" right kw below the knee 'and two the city of Paducah for sal work,
(New lork Central Linea.)
the hospital."
was the first time Sanchez had seen jail or one to eight years in the pen- wounds in the abdomen. Chief Kohl and in no other was,
Leave Paducah for Tessellate Itive•
Jack Meredith paused for a moment
Section
All
parts
ordinances
5.
or
her, they were married in the little itentiary.
left eye closed, a big lump
Every Wednesday et 4 p. in.
his
had
•EST
THE
LINE
TO
before going on deck. Ile looked out
ordinances proviceng for the ine
A. W. WRIGHT
Masten
He denier; that there was any pol- on his right jaw, his face Is brie/sod of
through the open porthole toward tba town of Metropolis. III.
NEHRIER RORINWIN
"Mr. Hersey says they were mar- itics lb the recommendation of a and lie has a bad gash on the back of proven:QM herein provided for, or
blue shadow on the hortme which was
Glee,
In condlet herewith, In so far
as
kirks. a reentry that he bad never ried In St. lAseia, Whit* is untrue.
This company is not responsible
commutation of sentence
by tlia his beta.
same
herewith,
conflict
hereby
are
seen three yeses before and which had
for invoice charges unless eolleetad
"Immediately after the marriage board of pardons.
repealed.
all along bees destined to isfluenee his
Father (Mays the lever.
by the clerk of the boat.
they came to Denver. He took her
Anti
all
in
and
points
Innians
From
present
Indications
it
seems
Section G. This ordinance shall
whole life.
Ovrensboro,
• Nov 26 - Meeting take effect from and after its pasMichigan
passing a probable that the board of pardons
"It was the hest thing tube could do," ont walking, and when
be said. "It is to he hoped that she handsome house being contemned will. on Friday. rescind Its action In David Glenn on the road in a buggy sage, approval and publication.
with his daughter, Mrs
Itinnle
on Capitol hill, he said to her:
Adopted October 9, 1906,
will be happy."
THE
the case of Sanchez.
"Yee, Mr, It is. She deeerres it, If
"'I am having this bulldingeireet:
pee big burst of popular indigna- Brooks. formerly of Owensboro. John 0. B. STARKS. President Board o
AND CURE THE
that goo for anything in the hearealy ed, and
Aldermen
we will move into it when tion at the proposed parole has caus- Hill, a prominent fanner, ordered his
reclaiming. She's a tine woman: a good
Adopted November 19, 1906,
daughter to Mere Glenn's buggy and
it la completed.'
ed
the
hoard
to
pause
consider.
and
woman that, sir"
In a few seconds afterward he pluag- GEO. 0. bi•BROOM. President Board
-Shortly after that Mrs. Sanchez
of Councilmen
ed a knife into the man's heart. The
Joseph was folding a shirt very care- wrote a letter to a close friend In
Postmaster Robbed,
Approved November 24, 1906,
tragedy occurred 'shortly otter 9
fully.
Paducah and told what Sanchez had
0. W. Fouts, Postmaster at Riven
D. A. YEISER. Mayor,
"A bit dusky." he said, smoothing said to her about the home on Capi- ton, le:, nearly lost his life and was o'clock Saturday night on the OwensAnd all points East.
ONSURIPTiON
Pees
MUM..
cat the linen folds reflectively. "but I tol hill. She
boro and Alebbysburg road, a short
Infoenation cheerfully furnished on
also related many other robbed of all comfort, according to
0UOMSatII
HENRY BAILEY, City Clerk.
shouldn't have minded that if 1 bad
OLDS
gplIcotion at City Ticket Office "Big
free Trial.
The trapdistance train Cleopatra
things which he told her. These let- his letter
which says: "For 20
Fear Route," No. aele FOUitil AYR., Of
been a marryin• roan, but I'm not."
etlY. it is alleged, is the result bf ttio
Surest
Quickest
.-ad
Cure
for all
ters,
I
yeara
believe,
I
had
are
chronic
still
liver
in
existence.
complaint,
Mite
to
lie laid the start is the portmanteau
MIME IS AO StlitAftON
THROAT and LUNG TROU73Intimate relations between Glenn and
S. J. GATES,
"Mr. Hersey also toys that Mrs. which led to such a severe case of
Why your baby should he thin. anc
find looked up. Jack Meredith bad
LitS, or MONEY BACK.
Hill's danghter
The affair occurred fretful during the night. Worms are
Owl Age, Passenger Department,
gene on deck
Santlittie's estate received $3,000,and jaundice that even my Anger nails
the cause et thin, sickly babies, It Is
Louisville. K•
While Maurice and Jocelyn Gordon that the money went to her aunt. turned yellow; when my doctor pre- Just at the close of church
natural that a .heelthy baby should hu
H. J. RRELN.
faa and sleep weii, If your baby does
- were still at dinner that same even- Mos. Addle
not retain Its from don't experiment .26.1. Pees. Ass.. . . Oliscinnatt 0
Barnhardt. The truth scribed Electric Bitters; which curing a messenger came. announcing the
Walter McClain Aequitted.
with cone calve and other medicine.
ed
me
and have kept me well for 11
Is that Mrs. Barnhardt received but
try a bottle of White's cream Vep.
arrival of the Bogamayo in the roads.
Maefteld. Ky , Nov. 26 —The erre but
mlfuge. and yeti win soon PP, your 1•••••••••.r
years." Sure cure for Billousnem,
,
..This news had the effect of curtailing $455 from the estate.
in the case of the commonwetilth baby have colwr and Laugh as It should.
D. A. Balky, Prop.
"Mr. Hersey also says that San- Nettrelgia. Weaknesa and all StomSold by all drug/fists.
the meal.- SlaunteGordon was liable
against Walter McClain, charged
to be oiled Rely' at any moment thus ehez was drunk and that he shot at ach, Liver. Kidney and Bladder dealth the murder 'of his brother, Berby the arrival of a steamer. It was his wife from a distance,
Mrs. Austin's Pancake flour is in
thinking rangements. A wonderful tonic. At thold McClain. and John Center, at
Newest and best hotel in the city
not long before he rose from the table
town—fresh and delicious as ever,
that burglars were in the hotise. all druggists, SO cents.
Lyniville, In the county, on Sunday
and lighted a cigar preparatory to goBates 112.0o.
Two large sample
,
-That
also
is
untrue. Powder marks
t ec:>roloot„ARTLY
ing down to his office, where the carp
night, March 17 1905. returned a
Will post, examibe, sysVEM68Litapitit
I
rooms,
Bath rooms.
Electric
corpe:::07,5110,0.45$
1'CO;C ANO
,c
lain of the steamer wife by this time were found on Mrs. Benches's fete.
PTO WIT:
Z
2 Vemd
ureliiniilils. verdict at 4:30 o'clock Saturday aftematize and audit books by
lignts. The only centrally located
Probably awaiting him. It was a full which prove that the gun was held
Mealsshoal."the tumor& ternoon of not guilty. The trial has
moon, and the glorious golden light of close to her head.
OW,the -hob:dm/ft *nee.acts
the day, week or the job.
hotel, in the city.
been on for several days, and tome
the equatarlal night shone through the
"Mrs. Sanchez was a very sweet
(APES
Terms
Illif.allrs
. tri
Ressonale
lfirm8;11;c7ti
at!VIPs()ttat• inch of the ground on both sides
Cammorcial Patrsaato Solidta•
bee
trees
kigh
like a new dawn
Hardly
s
gift. She was not 18 years of age
*id
411
.C,741.
vs
been hard fought.
• star was visible; even thme of tbe
t411.
Sy
diaargista. by wail on resouthern hemisphere pale ?void, the when Sanchez killed her. Everybody
• Ago',Lox••4
tgAlVal
[111 Fraieraill
eir4eol?'4nod.
atisEIMIT
w.”:14.
or Toq
msst.s
loved her, and she would have made Ti
southern moon
('ompleasman-Elect Jaime. Ill.
Kolb
Duller*
&
he
eo,
Bold
stfall Pot
CALL W
Maurice Gordon crieteed the open any .man a good wife. Her life bad
'outset/1e, Nov ,26.---Judge George
space of cultivated garden and plunged been saddened by the
Mi. R. McPherson, Druggist.
death if her
bit Retie, l'etted States district attorinto the black shadow of the forest.
people, and, as I said before, her re(Incorporated.)
ney, yesterday received word that Dr
Ills footsteps were inaudible
SufiNEW SIDSCRESERA.
11111611,
112-3111
A. I). James, recently *looted to conarsailky, na MUItILI
ietly be ran almost into the arms of a lations with her aunt were not very
List of new subscribers milled try
27 Colleges in IS States
poSITI9Ns es
friendly.
men.
gress from the Third congressional the East Teemermee
cared or mone/114,XPUNDItll A150 Wu-a By
Telephone Cotoe will tow/lace ries •
"Who the devil is that?" he cried.
'In her photograph, which was taMAIL. Cata
district, was seriously ill of pneumo- pony today:
Oraii•hows
Xi nee?, am es eta a
"Meredith," analliVrP41 a voice.
ken In Denver, there is an expression
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sadness.
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29G5—Stranh, Jake, 101.4 Harria critical condition. He is one tiA
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and the beast.'
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We Can Save You Money
Hat, Glove and Umbrella
O URDepartment
Is replete with the

,

THANKSOIVINC1 DAY is a day set aside for the giving of thanks
to an All Wise Creator for the many blessings received during the past
year. Every one has some reason for giving thanks.
We wish to give thanks for having opened in this city a modern store
where the buying public can purchase the very newest fabrics and latest cut
garments at moderate prices. You can give thanks that there is now a Clothing, Furnishing and Shoe Store in Paducah where you can get dependable
merchandise at such low figures as we quote.

Big Values in Men's Suits
Black cheviots, fancy cassimeres and worsted., in round
cut and in double breasted, extraordinary good values

For the little Fellows
Our

s4.50 and $5

line of Suits and

Overcoats for the little fellows will please the eye as
well as the purse. Mothers

Cheviots, cassimeres and fine worsteds that you will see in the high priced
stores at $10, $12.50 and even $15.00. We will sell them
at
Well made and high class goods.

will find

we are in a class
by ourselves.

S7.50

Suits both double bratad au1 Norfolk. in Jalittey

Men's Suits in all the late shades of grays and boys in finer worsteds, neat
checks and plaids in velours and cassimeres. You see them displayed b
the high priced houses at $15 and $18. We price them lower Sin
than others can buy them
I U• U
At $1250 to $15 our garments arc unc4ualed. Let us have the pleasure of showing them to you.

patterns,

well

made and

trimmed, at

n

11.00

to $3.75

vercoats

$1.50 to $5.00

earliest showings and newest things.
Hats to tit the head. and the price
leaves money in your pocket with
which to buy the gkeves and uiu
itt
brella.
Shirts and Neckwear in a great variety of styles In fine fabrics. Where
high priced houses quote prices on
Wirt* train $1.50 to 55.0r, we give
the same style and the same quality
at the lesser price and leave you
enough money to buy the collar and
tie. Try it.

For young men who wish to
spend only a part of their
week's earnings we have the
same grade of goods as in
men's, but priced considerably lower.

Our Overcoat Department
In the overcoat line we have another story to tell. You will sec
specials of the high priced houses, something extraordinary at $10 to $18.
We price them all the time at

$5.00,$7.50,$10.00
We can show you these goods in black and blue, tans and browts, in
beavers and kerseys, in the loose backs, both short and long lengths and
in the ever popular long coats, full backs, in fancy patterns.
In the late cut form -fitting Overcoat, flared back, we have the ideal garments in all the new shades of gray. You cannot see them elsewhere for less than $22.50 to $25. We show them at._
$15

U.0. OULLETT

C

312 BROADWAY

CAIRO'S BIG BANK
MERGER EFFECTED

hes of the City National and Aster- therein deeeelbed at the places and on
prise &teems banks. Its espies' the terms therein mentioned
Mock will be $96,0,04.0 with a NorCECII, REED.
ville of $50)000 .making the per Trieste* in Bankruptcy for E. Reti'.ank the larger between' St
kopf Saddlery Co.
Louts
and Memphis

Rudy, Phillips 4 Co.
219-223 111410A owav

Obesely Fact About Lrachings.
Notice of Proposed Sale of Property
The American Magazine for Deha the District t spurt of the Cake esuriber contsOis two notable oontri•
ed twistys ftW the Weeders Die. buttons te the store of knowledge of
the Isere question. One is IN extrafleet of Kentucky.
In the matter of E Itreh Itself Sad- ordinary neatened letter ',rota a
southern woman. The other, an ediOur National Thankagiving Day is
diery Co., bawkrupt.
near at hand.
City Nailerial, Faterprew, fieviags To the creditors of mid bankrupt:
torial, contains a statement of what
Have you suitable (Ire/Wing for your
and Firs, Hank 1 Trust
This is to notify you that an or- must be considered the most ghastly
fret?
lynchings:
fact
about
I sassalidate.
der hap this day been made authorEvery Man and woman that basever
"No one can look at one of the
worn our kind of shoes has, from the
izing Cecil Reed, trustee of the esphotographs of a lynching without a
moment t.e feet went into them,
tate for the above named bankrupt, soma
elven thanks that, they have at last
of abysmal horror. It is not the
to
sell
the
following
found
perfect foot covering—and so,
described
prop- horror alone or- chiefly of the thing
IIIOME WITH CITY NATIONAL.
why shouldn't we call them
erty of the bankrupt at public auc- itself, the ugly. Inanimate center of
tion, to-wit:
he tragedy. It is the faces of the
Thanksgiving Shoes
The property located in the build- spectators that chock our very soul*.
Cairo, iii • Nov. 2g.--Prohably ing and on the premises at No. 10, They are alwake laughing faces.
Our Shoes are easy from the start
and require so little breaking in that
one of the most ratereetIng situations Second street, in the city of Paducah, Good Nature, even Jollity, seems to
you could buy a pair and put them on
in the financial and commercial his- Ky . and described in said order as be the note of these gatherings. Alinimedisttelerte wear at yout Thanksways we see the faces of little boys
the
stock
in
all
the
room,
dye
valued
giving gathering, and not he xensib;e
tory of the city wart brought to a
graining cheerfully towards the camof the slightest comfort.
focus yesterday In the form of a com- at $1.645.5a); all unfinished Jobs. era. There are women sometimes in
bination of two actual and one pros- valued at $592.20, all of the harness the crowd, and ROMPlifIn‘"fl little girls.
Shoes at $2.00, $3.0$ to $4.00
pertise banLing Institutions into one stock valued at $7,74,02: all stock There Is no sign in these pictures of
We stand back (a every pelt' of Shoes
mammoth financial corporation. Tlie in shipping room, valued at $2,001.- horror of death, even of grim satiswe sell with it guarantee.
forty- 21; all stock in harries* room vetoed faction over a difilcult and obnoxious
,National bank, now in
rind year and with a capital of at $7.353.31: the stock of hardware. task performed by necessity. The
'1 ,000, the Enterprise Savings valued at $3.4'24.21; stock in harness man who cal:ed It a 'lynching bee.'
room valtied at $3,314.96: stock in appreciated the true feelings of the
tank, with a capital of 15.0.000, and
219- 223 ISROAOWAY
the
saddle shop, valued at $4,246.58. lyncher*. Leave out the grim wreck
stise_First Bane and Trust eompany,
in the centre, and the picture might
and
the
harness
shop
and
machinery.
711E SHOERS
recently organised at a capttalisation
valued at $2,612.15: also all tannery be taken for an ordinary cheerful
of $200.060 have been coneolidated
at
a
country
geahering
fair. Leave it
1 nth a saSeenrail institution
The new stock and machinery. vetoed at $7,- In, and oh, my brothers! It Is not the
957.39, located on the tannery premeconeern will
dead, but the living that terrifies."
ises of said E. Rehkopf Saddlery Co
an Meyers rareet in Paducah, KY.
The trustee is authorized to sell
:Aid property at the places In the city
sf Paducah. Ky., where the same is
S•cated, that Is, he will sell the tannery stock and machinery on the tan' nery ?nemeses, remitted on
Meyers
ereet, and a:1 the other property
named he *ball sell at the places on
Second Street at No. 109, between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, and
Incorporated
he will commence the sale of said
property at 10 o'clock in the forenoon on the 4th day of Decembet.
1906.
He 'Moll *ell said property on a
Now is your chance to get you a
House wiring, electric plants installed.
credit of three months, the purchaser
Christnias TaDor-made Soh for a
to give bond to the trustee with good
Complete machine shop.
Small amount.
and approved security, with interest
1112.1134 N.Fourth St.
Phones 767
at the rate of six per cent per asnum suite to order .........$18
and up
from date until paid, with the privilIs almost here. Don't forget to see
Overcoats to order
22.00
our handsome line of Jewelry, em- ege in the purcheeer to pay cash et Pents to order for ...... $5 and up.
bracing all aorta of appropriate any time, the interest for the insetThe Office and the Man.
himself and went out upon an elete
Don't think you're getting botch
pired term to be abated In that event
Presents. Remember that we are
tIoneering
tour. When his friends
work,
The goods are rut eight and
"Private" Allen of MiallgaiPPl,
Witness my hand this the 22nd
not on Broadway, consequently our
twitted him about his change okt
made well by
while In congreer, was fond of tellPrices are not at high and our goods bay of November,•11106.
front, be replied: t'Oh, yes, the ofing about a fine old gentlemen down
are of the same quality as Mow
FIMMECT W. BAOBY,
fice should seek the man, but the
SOLOMON, The Popular Price Tahoe, In Tupelo
whose habit was to sit on man should be around an that
Carried by the high-priced Jeweler*.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
the ofIt will be to your interest to come
.. . 113 Smith Third Street, . . . a dl's goods box and talk politics. His fice may find him"—Exchange.
hobby
was
that
the
oat:*
should
seek
and we us. Next door to Sun office.
Notice of Trustee.
the man, and "not the man the office,
Old phone 10111 A.
To the creditors of said bankrupt:
No Man is 'realy afraid until
r‘
a lid h.. waxed eloquent in the disoisParri•h 0 Parrish
Pursuant to order referred. 10;1
n't forget my Cleaning and sion of his that% theme. Finally he stands and faces something which heis
II) &sore Third Stress
above notice, I shall sell the property grreiwing department,
determined to become a candidate cannot light.

Au lam itution ‘.%ith *304090
Capital Stock.

Thanksgiving

It

Saturday Night
November 24
I

7:30 to 9:30
Unknown Special

Rudy, Phillips 4Co.

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Christmas

We sold Saturday night in our unknown special:
9 4 Pepperell ,BIcached or Unbleached Sheeting, worth 1 0
28c, for
_
....I 7C
Ladies' Vest or Pants, regular 25c
garment, winter weight, 1
1 JC
Ladies' Rib Hose, regular
15c value, extra
Any 10c Outiug in house, all
fresh and new patterns, for / C

1,0c

Next Saturday night we mill have
special of same character, same
hours—unknown—as this until time
of sale. Some article or articles. of
equally as good value. Now come
dowmand get some of the bargains.

7:30 to 9;30

URSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN TEN CENTS A WEEK
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